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Welcome to #MANACAM17!
From the President of MANA
Welcome to MANA CAM 2017!
I would like to take a moment to thank and pay homage to the Indigenous
Peoples of the land we find ourselves standing on. I also want to
recognize that we must be proper stewards of this land now and in
future generations, committed to atoning for the atrocities of the past,
present and heaven forbid future generations of people whose actions
have caused pain and harm to the people, animals, and plants that call
this area home.
I would also like to recognize the devastation caused by recent natural
disasters, including the earthquakes in Mexico, hurricanes that have
affected millions in Texas, Florida, Louisiana, Puerto Rico and the rest
of the Caribbean, and wildfires around the country, especially here in
California. As we enjoy our time here, let us please find ways to support
disaster relief efforts in whatever ways we can.
Thank you for joining us here in Long Beach, California! Hopefully you will take the time to walk on
the beach, breathe in the ocean air, spend time with friends, and make many new connections.
The theme of this year’s conference COLLABORATE offers us the opportunity to do just that! We are
here to “work jointly on an activity, especially to produce or create something” (as defined by Google
Definition.) We are a beautifully diverse group of midwives and birth workers, advocates, allies,
organizations, and leaders, every one of us! Imagine the positive energy we can create when we spend
time together, learning from each other, in safe(r) space, with the intent to change the world for the
better.
We will address topics such as institutional and organizational racism, white supremacy, and the
disparities these have caused in maternal health care for so many communities, especially those
marginalized by race and gender inequities. There are sessions to help you improve your clinical
practice and opportunities to learn about current research and key legislative efforts. Our keynote
speaker Kimberly Seals Allers will share with us how collaborations can be made to improve
outcomes. With over 40 breakout sessions to choose from you will assuredly come away filled with
information and inspiration!
All that and the beach, a pajama party, a boat trip, a dance, the Red Tent and more to nourish your
spirits! Thank you for the effort we know it takes to make space in your life for a conference! We are
honored you have joined us. Have a great conference!
Oh, and by the way… HAPPY 35th BIRTHDAY MANA!

Vicki Hedley, CPM, CM, MA
MANA President
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Welcome to #MANACAM17!
From the President of CAM & CALM
Collaborate. It’s complicated. Several years ago the CAM board considered
endorsing the Home Birth Summit’s ‘Best Practice Guidelines.’ Some got
stuck on the recommendation to ‘collaborate’ because many midwives in
California are blocked from collaboration. It seemed like an unattainable
situation for all. As a result the board didn’t come to a consensus.
We as midwives know the connections between integration, collaboration,
and the best possible care for families. ACOG, too, is aware of these
connections: current policy points to research showing that seamless
communication at the point of transfer from one level of maternity care to a
higher level, when warranted, leads to improved outcomes.
We are making important forward strides. Recent legislative changes (AB
1308) make it specifically legal for a client to choose on-going collaboration
with their midwife after a transfer. But even when laws and regulations
change, there is still the challenge of changing people’s minds and behaviors.
In some regions of California and at some hospitals collaboration is the norm and expected. In other areas
of the state, midwives and their clients are still viewed as outsiders, second class, and fringe in many social
and professional circles.
When collaboration doesn’t work currently it is because of a system failure. CAM and CALM’s plans to
remedy these system failures of collaboration are multi-faceted. We are working on projects designed to
improve collaboration through:
Educating hospital providers and motivating collaboration. The CALM Transition interactive workshops
will help hospitals see the connections between effective collaboration and improved outcomes and patient
satisfaction.
Demonstrating our impact. We can only change what we can measure. By participating in data collection
projects like MANA Stats, we can demonstrate the real impact midwifery has on outcomes for birthing
families in California.
Policy that supports quality care. CALM’s legislative agenda includes protected peer review; continued
protection of VBAC access; and protected access to midwifery care – not through a physician as gatekeeper.
Start with ourselves and each other. Let’s embrace each other by improving communication skills,
assuming we are doing our best, and learning how to give and receive constructive feedback. Cultural
humility starts with self-reflection.
Education and information in the hands of families. CAM’s efforts include an informational pamphlet
clients can give to their pediatricians and obstetricians to explain LM care, scope of practice and what they
can expect from the licensed midwife around collaboration.
Enjoy the conference and your time with fellow midwives!
Sincerely,
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Rosanna Davis LM CPM
CAM & CALM President

Welcome to Long Beach!
from the local committee

On behalf of the Southern California (SoCal) midwives, I am honored and excited to
welcome you to the 2017 MANACAM Conference in Long Beach!!
When I was one of only two SoCal midwives who attended the fantastic 2015
MANA Conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico, I decided to pitch MANA to host
the conference in Southern California, because I realized how hard it is for us all
to get away from our busy practices and family lives to attend — and I wanted our
local midwives to have an opportunity to come to the conference to reconnect and
recharge. Thus, it became my mission that we must host in LA — knowing what a fun
and fabulous experience was possible — and giving our local midwives this “close-tohome” opportunity to participate. I’m so glad it’s worked out!
Welcome everyone! We are so happy to have you here!
Love, Mari Oxenberg CNM
On behalf of the entire local team: Nancy Beyda, LM; Pamela Simpson, CNM; Misty Adriaanse, LM; Lauren
French Hoy, LM; Amy Tinney, RN, LM; Laura Monroe Burnett, LM; Beth Cannon, LM; Devi Khalsa, CNM;
Sara Howard, LM

from the National Conference Team
Hello and welcome!

We are so pleased you are here, and wanted to let you know that we are your “go to”
gals for your conference needs. The theme of this year’s event is COLLABORATE
and we’ve tried to manifest that throughout the event — starting many months ago
working with the California Association of Midwives and the tireless local planning
committee. We’ve had a great experience working together and this event would
not be possible without the hard work and collaborative efforts of so many people! It
really does take “teamwork to make the dream work,” as Christine Morton’s Opening Plenary title reminds
us — and we welcome your participation as well, at this event or in the future.
We tried to put everything we think you might need to know on the General Information pages of the
conference program, but if you are not finding what you need, please seek us out to ask questions, to point
you in the right direction, share a hug, and to generally help this conference — YOUR conference — give
you all that you need, and more!
Nicole White, MANA Board Director of Events & Camille Abbe, National MANA Conference Coordinator

National Conference Team

Conference Program Committee

Conference Coordinator  .  .  .  .  .  .  Camille Abbe
Director of Events .  .  .  .  .  .  . Nicole White, CPM
Registrar .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Jenni Huntly, CPM
Asst. Registrar .  .  .  .  .  .  . Sarah Foster, LM, CPM
CEU & Program Chair . . . Erica Hope, LM, CPM
Communications Liaison  .  .  .  . Jill Breen, CPM
Exhibits .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Camille Abbe
Asst. Exhibits.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Ruth Ann Binder
Printed Materials  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Marie White
Social Media Consultant  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Jeanette McCulloch, IBCLC

Chair, Marinah Farrell, LM, CPM
Abigail Aiyepola, ND
Debbie Allen, LM, CPM
Justine Clegg, MS, LM, CPM
Ida Darragh, CPM, LM
Rosanna Davis, LM, CPM
Courtney Everson, PhD
Rhonda Grantham, Midwife
Asatu Hall, MA
Erica Hope, CPM
Christy Tashjian, CPM, LM, APRN, WHNP
Heather Thompson, MS, PhD
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General Conference Information
Community Norms
As we strive to make the annual conference a safer & more
welcoming space for ALL people, we ask you to please become
familiar with and follow the community norms outlined on page 7
of the program book. Should you have any questions, please visit
the MANA Division of Access and Equity exhibit table.
Continuing Education Unit Credits (CEUs)
We are pleased to report every conference session was approved
for CEUs by MEAC and most were also approved by ACNM and
OBNM. Check your CEU packet for specific information. The
CEU process will be online. Detailed instructions are in the CEU
packets. Please read them and record your session codes while on
site.
Bridge Certificate
Sessions marked with an * qualify for the NARM Bridge Certificate.
Please note that all Bridge qualifying sessions must be accredited
to count toward the NARM Bridge Certificate. Participants must
retain their CEU Certificate, as well as their CEU Attendance
Verification Form to verify sessions attended.
Session Descriptions & Speaker Bios
We have edited session descriptions and speaker biographies for
length. Full descriptions of each are provided on the conference
website.
Audio Recordings
Network Communications will audio record many sessions for
sale individually or as a package on CD or MP3 format. Not all
presentations will be recorded. Please check the list in advance.
You may also purchase recordings on site at the AV table, or after
the conference by calling 888-763-1464 or order online at http://
www.networkcommunicationsaudio.com/midwifery2017.html
This year MANA is continuing the partnership with GOLD
Learning to record selected sessions, which will be made available
after the event for sale as a package, and will enable the viewer to
earn CEUs. They will be released once CEU approvals are granted,
and MANA members will be offered a 20% discount on the package
of sessions, as well as on other GOLD package offerings. Keep an
eye on your MANA News for more information and the release
date.
Please note: No audio or video recording of presentations or events
is permitted without advance permission granted in writing from
both the presenter and an authorized MANA representative.
Meals
Breakfast will be on your own this year. Options include the hotel’s
restaurant or Starbucks in the lobby, as well as various restaurants
nearby. Coffee and tea will be available at the start of the day’s
programming in the Bixby Ballroom, and in Exhibits area during
the 10:00 am daily break.
Lunch is 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm daily in the Bixby Ballroom.
Dinner is on your own. A variety of dining options are included in
the brochures in your attendee bag.
Exhibits
Exhibits are located throughout the Conference Main Floor in the
Loft & Prefunction Foyers, Broadlind and Farell’s Lounge.
Exhibits will be available to visit during the following hours:
Thursday: 9:00 pm - 10:30 pm - Exhibits Reception following
opening plenary.
Friday: 10:00 am - 7:00 pm - Exhibits Breaks at 10:00 am - 11:00
am (coffee!) and 4:30 pm - 5:00 pm.

Saturday: 10:00 am - 7:00 pm - Exhibits Break 10:00 am - 11:00
am (coffee!).
Sunday: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm - Exhibits Break 10:00 am - 11:00
am (coffee!). Note that some exhibitors may not be exhibiting
Sunday, or will be departing early — so don’t delay!
Exhibitor BINGO: play the game & win big!
Many of our exhibitors have elected to participate in Exhibitor
BINGO. Look for the game card in your attendee bag. When
you visit each participating booth, remember to get your game
card marked. On Sunday we’ll do a special drawing for the
Grand Prize - an Oasis Elite Pool generously donated by Better
Products and Your Water Birth. We may even have more than
one prize, so stay tuned...
Book Signings
Presenter/authors have been invited to sign copies of their
books on Saturday 10:00-11:00 am near the MANA Exhibit Table.
Raffle Tickets
Participating in the raffle is a great way to support MANA
and great prizes have been donated by exhibitors and other
supporters. Raffle tickets are available for $2 each from the
wandering ticket sellers. Be sure to visit the raffle item table to
choose which item(s) you wish to try to win! The drawing will
take place during the Sunday morning break. Prizes must be
picked up by the conclusion of the conference by the winner or
their designee (prizes will not be shipped.)
Childcare and Children’s Programming
The ReproJustice Village Unschool Program will be hosted on
the third floor in the Ebell Meeting Room. Pre-registration is
required for this program. Inquire at the MANA Registration
desk if you’d like to consider enrolling your child.
Drop in flex childcare will be offered in the Tichenor Room on
the second floor/main meeting level throughout the conference,
on a donation basis. Parents will need to be reachable and
immediately responsive should the care provider request that
they return to collect their child. Please be advised that there
may be gaps in time when childcare providers are available,
as they are based on volunteer availability. Thank you for your
understanding as we strive to achieve full childcare support
during conference.
Lactation Lounge by Lansinoh
Breastfeeding is welcome throughout the conference. For those
who prefer a private space for feeding or pumping, a portion of
the Tichenor Room has been dedicated as the Lactation Lounge,
sponsored by Lansinoh. Refrigeration for storage of expressed
milk will be available there.
Red Tent Relaxation Room
Take a moment to relax in our Relaxation Room. The Red Tent
was decorated by the local committee and is located on our
third floor meeting space in the Delker Room.
Massage
Massage therapists will be offering their services for chair
massages at various times during the conference. Sign up at the
MANA Exhibit table.
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General Conference Information, continued
FAM Silent Auction
Be sure to visit the Foundation for the Advancement of
Midwifery’s silent auction tables in the Exhibit area.

Still Need a Roommate?
Post a note on the message board at the MANA Registration
desk. And on the conference Facebook event page.

The Social Media Conversation
Join the conversation, and help us spread the word online! Here
are a few ways you can participate:

Parking
All conference attendees are eligible for a discounted daily selfparking rate of $16 per vehicle per day at the conference hotel.
Check at the front desk for validation before returning to your
parked car at departure.

On Facebook: Find the MANA Facebook page at <facebook.com/
MidwivesAlliance>. We’ll be sharing pictures and highlights;
please help us share widely! We’ll be using the hashtag
#MANACAM17.
On Twitter: Follow us at @MANAcommunity, where we’ll be live
tweeting parts of the conference at #MANACAM17.
Internet and Wifi:
Basic wifi browsing will be available in our meeting rooms. Ask
for the network and code at the MANA Registration counter or
see it on the PPT slides in the ballroom. Sleeping room wifi is
complimentary for hotel guests who enroll in Marriott Rewards.
You may do this at the hotel’s front desk or online at marriott.
com (free and very short enrollment process).
Do you speak Spanish?
If you speak Spanish and would like to assist Spanish speaking
midwives during the conference with translations, please get a
special sticker for your badge at the registration table so you can
be easily identified.

Questions or Problems?
If you have questions that need immediate attention, go to the
MANA Registration desk in the Level 2 foyer. We will be holding
lost & found items there as well, until the conclusion of the
event, when they will be turned over to the hotel.
MANA Photo/Video/Audio Policy
By attending the MANA conference, you acknowledge that
photographs, audio, or videos of you may be taken by our
conference staff, photographers, or conference partner
companies at any time, without compensation or reward.
Please note: No audio or video recording of presentations or
events is permitted without advance permission granted in
writing from both the presenter and an authorized MANA
representative.

#MANA18
Active, retired or student midwives; doulas; birth
workers; social justice advocates; parents:
All are welcome to participate!
2018 Dates to Remember:

February: Submit an abstract.
May: Register. Reserve your hotel & flight.
June-September: Add a preconference
workshop to your registration.

Get connected at conference.mana.org

Code of Conduct for #MANACAM17
MANA is a national midwifery organization that
recognizes and represents ALL midwives regardless
of credential and pathway; MANA is working hard to
make midwifery more inclusive. MANA conferences
are designed to encourage mutual solidarity, respect,
and learning.
We invite you to be a part of a midwifery culture
that acknowledges and honors the differences we
bring in terms of our identities and our politics.
We invite you to be part of this midwifery culture
without marginalizing or tokenizing each other.
We recognize the courage it takes to be part of
such a community. We recognize that MANA has
been historically and remains a majority-white
organization due to systemic and institutional racism
and white supremacy. We have to be deliberate
about dismantling that, along with other systems of
oppression.
MANA celebrates that midwives are not cookie
cutter versions of one another. The differences and
perspectives of each one of us have made us a true
force of resistance and traditional birth work. MANA
also acknowledges that it has marginalized and
excluded important voices, as well as misappropriated
culturally significant ceremonies and traditions.
We are committed to accountability, reconciliation,
and healing. And so we invite you to consider the
following:
1) Many birth workers are constantly subject to
disrespect and professional violence in the United
States, in particular midwives who choose to work
out of hospital. As well, many in attendance today
may be survivors of violence. We ask that you keep
this in mind during engagement with one another.
As many of us deal with the effects of systemic,
personal or historic trauma, we ask that the dignity
and compassion we afford to our clients and friends
be used here today with one another.
2) Some attendees may have disabilities that may or
may not be visible. Some disabilities are physical and
some are about the ways that we learn, understand
and or communicate. Please practice patience with
people when asked to speak louder, make special
accommodations, or to do things differently so
everyone can participate to their fullest extent.

3) Some attendees may regularly experience
micro-aggressions; these are everyday, intentional
or unintentional, hostile or negative messages,
transmitted verbally, nonverbally or environmentally.
Such micro-aggressions have a cumulative effect
that can impact a person’s health and wellbeing. We
should all work to become more aware of microaggressions we transmit by uncovering implicit bias,
and recognize the impact these negative messages
have even when unintended.
4) MANA is committed to gender justice. Many
birthworkers are marginalized due to their gender
identity (such as women, or transgender, non-binary,
or other gender non-conforming people). One way
you can advance gender justice and affirm your coparticipants’ gender identities is by telling people
what pronouns you prefer for people to use when
referring to you (e.g. “she/her/hers” or “they/them/
theirs”), and honoring the preferences other people
express. Refrain from making assumptions: if you are
not sure, ask or use gender-neutral pronouns. This
may be a new practice for some people, but creating
an affirming and welcoming space for all genders gets
easier with practice.
5) Midwives have always been the keepers of cultural
tradition. MANA therefore has the honor of being
a gathering space for midwives who represent
communities who have survived colonization,
genocide, and slavery. These oppressions do not live
in the past: they are present in the health outcomes
of the clients we serve, and the stolen indigenous
land on which we gather. We ask that participants
celebrate Indigenous and Black midwives’ precious
task as stewards of these traditions by refraining from
performing rituals belonging to these communities
unless invited to do so, and creating space for them to
share their own experiences and stories.
If you need support to participate fully, want to learn
more about how to act in solidarity, or if you feel that
this code of conduct has been violated, please go to
the MANA Access and Equity table where you can
strategize with a representative from the Division.
Creating this culture of midwifery takes everyone
doing their share. Thank you for having the courage
and determination to do your part.
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TWO ORGANIZATIONS
Both focused on increasing access to
LICENSED MIDWIVES IN CALIFORNIA
Families, allied health care

Licensed midwives - the

providers, and anyone who

California Association of

supports licensed midwives

Licensed Midwives (CALM)

in California – Support

is here for you!

the California Association
of Midwives Foundation
(CAM) today!
CAM’s mission is educating California
families and increasing access to
patient-centered, evidence-based
midwifery care.

CALM attends to the professional,
legislative, and policy needs of California
Licensed Midwives.
CALM’s mission is to value and strengthen
the profession of California licensed
midwives through advocacy and training.
CALM is supporting midwives through:

CAM is helping more families have
access to midwifery care through:

• Benefits giving you the professional tools
and legislative advocacy you need to
support California families.

• Access To Culturally Sensitive Care

• Programs to increase collaboration

• Education for Families

• Advocacy for legislation that expands
access to midwifery care

• Expanded Access To Midwifery

• Policy that supports quality care

www.californiamidwives.org

www.calmidwives.org

Pre-Conference, Thursday, November 2, 2017
Wednesday Full-Day, 8 am - 5 pm
1. 		 Indigenous Gathering: Ancestral Knowledge
Keepers — Rhonda Lee Grantham, Midwife;
Wicanhpi Iyotan Win Autumn CavenderWilson, LM, CPM
Full Day Sessions, 8 am - 6 pm
Break for lunch on own at instructors discretion.
1.		 Suturing in a Real Midwifery Practice* —
Lynn Arnold, LM, CPM
2.		 Pharmacology for Midwives* — Jana
Studelska, CPM, LM, BS
3. Whiteness and racism in birth in the US* —
Heather Thompson, Zoë Williams
Half Day Morning Sessions, 8 am - 12 pm
1. Resolving Shoulder Dystocia (Advanced
Spinning Babies)* — Nicole Morales, LM,
CPM
2. Student Skills — Beth Cannon, LM, CPM;
Laura Monroe-Burnett, LM, CPM; Amy
Tinney, LM, RN; Mari Oxenberg, CNM
3. IV Skills* — Lenny Sue Tinseth, LM, CPM
Break for lunch on own (12 pm - 2 pm)
Half Day Afternoon Sessions, 2 pm - 6 pm
1. Breech Bodywork Balancing Overview
and Advanced Spinning Babies* — Nicole
Morales, LM, CPM
2. Risk Assessment for Midwives* — Silke
Akerson, CPM, LDM

3.		 Power Leaders: Midwives and Birth Workers
of Color — Marinah Farrell, LM, CPM
4.		 Biodynamic Resuscitation of the Newborn*
— Sarah Carter, CPM, LDM
Evening Activities
8:00- 9:00 pm Opening Ceremonies:
Teamwork makes the dream work:
Collaborative efforts to improve maternal
outcomes in the United States — Christine
Morton, PhD
As we work to improve measurement,
analysis and prevention of maternal
mortality and morbidity, while
simultaneously implementing strategies to
support vaginal birth, opportunities emerge
to engage with local and national maternity
care organizations to improve birth outcomes
in the United States.
9:00- 10:30 pm Exhibits Welcome Reception
Enjoy your first opportunity to visit with the
vendors supporting the conference — with
coffee, desserts and a cash bar.
10:30 - Midnight Midwives of Color Welcome
and Sweet Dreams Evening
Connect with other midwives of color
at #MANACAM17 in your jammies! Join
Marinah and Nikia for some bedtime hot teas
and hot cocoa. Come to the MANA Hospitality
Suite on the 3rd Floor for this pajama party
with self care and a warm welcome.

CAM Board of Directors

CALM Board of Directors

President  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Rosanna Davis, LM, CPM
CALM Transitions Team; Legislative and
Advocacy Team Member

President  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Rosanna Davis, LM, CPM

Chief Financial Officer  .  .  .  Jocelyn Dugan, MBA
Equity & Inclusion Team Co-Chair
Board Member  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Kayti Buehler, LM CPM
CALM Transitions Team
Board Member  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Jen Kamel
Founder VBAC Facts; Legislative and Advocacy
Team Member; Equity & Inclusion Team
Board Member  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Jerred Kiloh
Owner Thrive Birth Center
Board Member .  .  .  .  . Tanya Smith-Johnson, MS
Equity & Inclusion Co-Chair

Vice President .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pearl Yu LM, CPM
Board Members:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kayti Buehler, LM, CPM
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jessica Johnson, LM, CPM
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sharon Potteiger, LM, CPM
Non-midwife, non-director officers:
Chief Financial Officer  .  .  .  Jocelyn Dugan, MBA
Secretary  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Jen Kamel
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Friday, November 3, 2017
7:00- 8:00 am Registration Open
8:00- 9:00 am Welcome Address, MANA
President Vicki Hedley, CPM, CM, MA . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
9:00- 10:00 am Plenary: The Politics of Place:
Joseph DeLee, Home Birth, and the Rise of
Modern Obstetrics – Wendy Kline, PhD .. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
One of the most influential figures in 20th
century American obstetrics, and determined
to wrest control of childbirth from midwives
to obstetricians, Dr. Joseph DeLee was
also keenly aware of the value of exposing
medical students to the natural process of
birth that occurred outside of the hospital.
His promotion of the home birth setting as an
effective learning environment for medical
students inadvertently provided justification
for sustaining home birth practices in urban
areas later in the twentieth century. The
history of midwifery and homebirth includes
moments of collaboration, not just conflict,
with obstetricians, and is relevant to today’s
reproductive politics.
10:00- 11:00 am Exhibits & Posters Open
Meet and greet with MANA presenters who are
also authors. Connect with the vendors who
support the conference: Play BINGO, buy Raffle
tickets and enjoy a refreshment break—coffee
stations will be located in exhibit areas.
11:00am - 12:30pm Breakout Sessions A
1. The Home Breech Option, Proper Selection &
Technique*  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 1
		 Dr. Stuart Fischbein, OB/GYN
		 Vaginal breech birth options are disappearing
from hospitals. Even when allowed,
restrictive protocols may diminish success
as fear has replaced confidence in most
practitioners. Dr. Fischbein has been
assisting with breech birthing for over 30
years, the last six in the home setting. We
will discuss counseling people on risks
and benefits, proper client selection and
review breech techniques and maneuvers
using narratives and videos of real breech
deliveries, to enable the participant to
practice problem-solving in real time.
2. Cycle Charting for Intrauterine Insemination
with Cryopreserved Sperm .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 2
		 Kristin Kali, LM, CPM
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This workshop provides an overview of
the detailed cycle charting techniques
that can be used to accurately identify and
predict the time of ovulation to improve
success of IUI with cryopreserved sperm.
Timing techniques commonly used in the
medical model will be discussed, including
the shortfalls of these methods, and the
increased accuracy that can be gained
with an individualized, midwifery model
approach.
3.		 A Holistic, Evidence-Based Approach to
Cholestasis Prevention & Management for
Out-of-Hospital Birth Settings*  .  .  .  .  . Pike 3
		 Ashley Jones; Darynee Blount, LM, CPM
		 Intrahepatic Cholestasis of Pregnancy (ICP),
a complex liver disease which typically
presents in the third trimester of pregnancy,
in itself is generally not harmful for the
mother, but poses an increased risk of
complications to the fetus in severe cases.
We will review the clinical presentation and
diagnosis of ICP with recommendations
for the holistic preventative support and
treatment of clients with mild ICP in an
out-of-hospital setting. We will also discuss
parameters of the midwifery scope related to
ICP and the potential need for collaboration,
referral, and transfer of care.
4. Black Women Birthing Justice .  .  .  .  .  .  Nieto
Dr. Sayida Peprah, PsyD
The “Battling Over Birth” research study
justice project releases the power of
collective knowledge and action. It is the
documentation of 100 black women’s birth
stories. These stories reveal repeated reports
of medical coercion and over-medicalization.
They unpack black women’s attitudes toward
birth alternatives and set the platform to
build a campaign for change.
5. The Science of Saying I’m Sorry .  .  . Wilmore
		 Lindsay Kinman, CPM, LDM
		 This session offers information on how
to provide empathy and full disclosure
should you find yourself faced with an
incident where you made a mistake during
clinical care. We will learn how to sit in that
uncomfortable place of acknowledging our
humanity, offering support to our clients
while also protecting ourselves in the event
of litigation. Being equipped with tools and
knowledge will help midwives to ethically

Friday, November 3, 2017, continued
and legally navigate these inevitable
situations.
6. Midwifery in the Backbone - Joys and
Barriers of Rural Midwifery in America .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Dawson
		 Rebeccah Hazel; Megan Koontz, CPM, LM;
Elke Saunders, Midwife
		 Birth work in a rural area presents many
specific challenges and barriers while
also providing amazing rewards for both
the midwife and her clients. Midwifery
challenges in these areas include a lack of
educational resources for practicing and
student midwives and their clients as well
as awareness for the community regarding
midwifery and safe birth practices. We will
discuss potential solutions using current
research and personal experience, and
develop tools for sustainable practice and
maintaining a variety of client options for
birth care.
12:30- 1:30 pm Lunch. . . . . . . .Bixby Ballroom
12:30- 1:30 pm Lunch Q&A with CAM/CALM
		 Leadership . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby 1
12:30- 1:30 pm Community Leader Chat &
		 Chew . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom

1:301:45 pm FAM Announcements
1:452:45 pm Plenary: Midwives in Cuba
– Geradine Simkins, CNM, MSN; Marina
Alzugaray, MS, CNM, ARNP; Diane Holzer,
LM, CPM, PA-C ; Yeshi Neumann, CNM, MA,
MPH; Ana Ester Rivero, MS, NM. . . . . . . Bixby
Ballroom
As US and Cuba have reopened embassies
in each other’s country, and travel bans have
been loosened, the ongoing normalization
of relations provides opportunities for
meaningful dialog and cultural exchange
among women and midwives of two nations.
This presentation will share the process of
people-to-people educational exchanges that
occurred among numerous Cuban women,
traditional Cuban healers, Cuban health
service providers, and American midwives
in 2016 and 2017.
3:00 -

4:30 pm

Breakout Sessions B

1. Vitamin D Deficiency Effects on Pregnancy
Outcomes; Who to Test, How to Treat and
Options for Supplementation* .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 1
Christian Toscano, CPM, LM

Friday, November 3, 2017, continued
		 Vitamin D has an important role in
pregnancy outcomes. There are numerous
studies that show a correlation of insufficient
Vitamin D levels with adverse pregnancy
outcomes, an increased risk of preterm
birth, preeclampsia, hypertension, SGA, fetal
growth restriction, rickets, hypocalcemia
and glucose intolerance. This presentation
discusses the value of testing for Vitamin
D and provides a practice guideline for
midwives for appropriate supplementation
based on clinical evidence.
2. Reclaiming Indigenous Midwifery: Stories
Of Honoring Ancestral Knowledge, Resisting
Medical Colonization And Returning Birth
To Native American Communities .  .  . Pike 2
		 Rhonda Lee Grantham, Midwife; Autumn
Cavender-Wilson
		 Midwives & healers have forever served
their communities throughout the journey
of pregnancy & childbirth. But for many
of today’s Native American families the
realities of intergenerational trauma, forced
relocation, and Indian Health Services
policy have resulted in both disconnection
and undeniable health disparities. But
the resistance is growing and indigenous
communities are demanding to keep their
families together and their communities
whole. As we honor the truth that birth is
both a physical experience and a sacred
ceremony, we are restoring family traditions
while healing generations. From communitybased doula programs to birth centers to
midwifery at Standing Rock, the movement to
Reclaim Indigenous Midwifery is here.
3. How to Use a Racial Equity Toolkit for
Decisionmaking in a Predominantly White
Organization  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 3
Wendy Gordon, LM, CPM, MPH
This session is geared primarily toward leaders in predominantly white midwifery organizations. Decisions are often made by white
leadership without being aware of the whitedominant context of those decisions. Incorporation of a racial equity toolkit can help to
create an intentional pause in the decision
making process to consider all policies, initiatives, and actions with a racial equity lens.
Examples of the components of a midwiferyspecific racial equity toolkit are included.
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4.		 Integrating Research into Midwifery
Communities: Evidence-informed Practice
in Action* .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Nieto
		 Courtney Everson, PhD
		 Applying an evidence-informed practice
(EIP) framework is critical for optimizing
care outcomes and integrating research into
midwifery care. The purpose of this session
is to equip midwives with strategies for
integrating research into their midwifery
communities, moving EIP into action
on professional realms, including peer
review, interprofessional collaboration and
grand rounds, regulatory rule making and
community health equity. We will work with
a foundational toolkit of practical strategies
for incorporating research into their local
midwifery communities and in midwifery
leadership work, maximizing efficiency
and efficacy in consistently using scientific
evidence to inform midwifery excellence.
5.		 Healing Provider Trama  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Wilmore
		 Tara Tulley, CPM, LDEM, LCSW
		 This session will provide an overview of
how provider trauma impacts birthwokers,
and why past experiences get “stuck” within
the flow of our neurobiology between the
embodied brain and the mind. Participants
will learn how to identify and change the
negative beliefs and distress they experience
based on past experiences and how to
integrate those experiences in order to
heal and become free of trauma for a more
fulfilling career and life.
6.		 The Carbohydrate & Pregnancy Controversy:
How Conventional Recommendations Stack
Up Against the Evidence .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Dawson
Lily Nichols, RN, CDE
		 Conventional wisdom says that pregnant
women should increase their intake of
carbohydrates and that failure to do so could
put their babies at risk. But where did those
guidelines come from and do they have any
truth behind them? This session will examine
the evidence behind prenatal carbohydrate
recommendations, how fuel metabolism
changes during pregnancy, the controversy
surrounding ketosis in pregnancy, and what
we can learn from both ancestral prenatal
diets and the modern gestational diabetes
epidemic.

Friday, November 3, 2017, continued
4:30- 5:00 pm Mini Break
5:00- 6:00 pm Plenary: MANA DOR
Research Roundup and Roundtable* – Marit
Bovbjerg, PhD, MS, HBM; Jen Brown, LM;
Melissa Cheyney, PhD, CPM, LDM; Courtney
Everson, PhD; Saraswathi Vedam, RM
FACNM MSN Sci D (h.c.). . . . . B
. ixby Ballroom
This year’s DOR “research round-up”
presents a brief synopsis (including
preliminary results, when available) of all
current projects using MANA Stats data,
including 4.0 waterbirth, waterbirth for VBAC
women, home vs. birth center outcomes,
urban vs. rural home birth practice styles and
outcomes, and others. Each member of the
DOR-CC will then introduce themselves, and,
as a panel, we will take questions from the
audience.
7:00- 9:00 pm Dinner on Own
7:00- 9:00 pm FAM Fundraiser: Get On the .
		 Boat!
Come join in the fun with the Foundation
for the Advancement of Midwifery (FAM)

and the Midwives Alliance (MANA) for a
beautiful evening cruise on Long Beach
Harbor. Enjoy good company for music and
dancing while looking out on the spectacular
city of Long Beach lit up at night. Celebrate
with us as we honor Diane Holzer, LM, CPM,
PA-C, practicing midwife for almost 30 years,
and obstetrician Dr. Ronald Wu who are
esteemed for their work in the local birthing
community and have helped transform the
way families experience birth.
Stop by the FAM exhibit table to inquire if any
tickets are still available!

Saturday, November 4, 2017
6:30- 7:30 am Morning Yoga. . .  Farell’s Lounge
7:00- 8:00 am Registration Open
7:00- 7:45 am Student Breakfast. . . . . . . . . . . .
		 . . . . Hospitality Suite, Rm 332
8:00- 9:00 am Plenary: The Power of
Transdisciplinary Imagination: Addressing
Equitable Access To Person-Centered
Maternity Care In The US. – Saraswathi Vedam,
RM, FACNM, MSN Sci D (h.c.) . . Bixby Ballroom
Midwife-led care has been associated with
decreased use of obstetric interventions,
cost-effectiveness, and optimal outcomes
across all settings. Lack of coordination of
care across birth settings has been associated
with adverse maternal-fetal outcomes. The
Access and Integration Maternity Mapping
(AIMM) Study examines the effects of place
of birth on maternal/newborn outcomes, and
how integration of midwives into health care
systems affects access to physiologic birth
care. We report results through 4 interactive
data maps, displaying quartiles for level of
integration, linked to optimal and adverse
outcomes, and access to care, by state, and
race of mother. We will discuss implications
of findings for communities of color and how

they can inform health policy, and midwifery
expansion in the US.
9:00- 10:00 am Plenary: Pitfalls During
Resuscitation of the Newborn in the
OOH Setting: Key Failures in Neonatal
Resuscitation and How To Prevent Them* –
Karen Strange, CPM, AAP/NRP Instructor.. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
Karen Strange delves into the subject that
she knows best: neonatal resuscitation.
Using case reviews, she focuses on what gets
missed, what is misunderstood and the role
that fear and panic plays. She’ll explain the
key failures as well as the key components
to successfully breathing for a newborn.
You’ll leave her lecture feeling a new sense
of clarity and deep confidence in how you
respond to babies at birth.
10:00- 11:00am Exhibits/Posters/Break
Author Book Signing
Meet and greet with MANA presenters who
are also authors. Connect with the vendors
who support the conference: Play BINGO,
buy Raffle tickets and enjoy a refreshment
break—coffee stations will be located in
exhibit areas.

Curriculum focused on Global
Maternal/Child Health Care
and Cross-Cultural Midwifery
prepares the upcoming
generation of midwives to
serve anywhere there is a
need around the world

MEAC Accredited

Mercy In Action College of Midwifery
www.mercyinaction.org

Saturday, November 4, 2017, continued
11:00 am - 12:30 pm Breakout Sessions C
1. Medi-Cal and Licensed Midwives –
Challenges and Rewards to Providing Care
Under California’s Medicaid System  .  . Pike 1
		 Cristi Lewis, LM, CPM, CHom; Karen Pecora,
LM, CPM, NE, AP
		 With 1 out of every 8 births in the US
occurring in California, and half of all births
in California being paid for by the Medi-Cal
system, Licensed Midwives, who now have
the ability to become Medi-Cal Providers,
have a tremendous opportunity to serve a
population that up to now has been unable
to access midwifery care. Come learn the
process of becoming a Medi-Cal Provider,
what the financial realities are to accepting
Medi-Cal clients, brainstorm strategies on
how to incorporate Medi-Cal clients into your
practice, and hear stories from mothers who
have given birth with a Licensed Midwife
under the Medi-Cal system.
2. State Licensed Midwife To CPM: How State
Licensed Midwives Can Become CPMs  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 2
		 Ida Darragh, CPM, LM
		 This session will describe the various ways
that a midwife with a state license can become
a Certified Professional Midwife. We will
discuss why a state licensed midwife might
want or need to become a CPM now or in the
future, and the benefits of doing this before it
becomes mandatory for insurance or Medicaid
reimbursement. The US MERA language sets
deadlines for LMs to become CPMs, which is
relevant in states that have incorporated that
language, and which may become relevant for
federal Medicaid reimbursement in the future.
3. Treating for Two: Pharmacology and the
Midwife’s Client*  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 3
		 Vicki Penwell, LM
		 This session will make midwives aware of
the challenges of drug use among pregnant
women, including the home birth client. We
will look at ways midwives can participate in
studies and protect the health of their clients,
while helping the client weigh what drugs are
essential and which ones should be avoided
if at all possible.
4. Whiteness And Racism In Birth In The Us  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Nieto
		 Heather Thompson, MS, PhD; Zoë Williams
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		 This session will provide an overview of how
racism emerges personally and systemically
in general, and especially in birth. A
discussion of the history of race in the US
will provide a backdrop for the definitions of
important terms, historical review of race and
birth in the US. Participants will learn about
how race affects birth outcomes through both
physiologic factors and healthcare system
inequities. This session will end with a
discussion of the racial factors at work in the
current “natural” birth movement and what
participants can do to begin to incorporate
racial awareness into their practice.
5. OOH Claims – Allegations, Causes And
Outcomes  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Wilmore
		 Ann Geisler, CPCU, AU, AAI; David Pulley,
MS-RMI
Concrete claims data is now available for
2013-2016 for OOH midwives that will be
especially relative to MANA/CAM attendees. Countrywide data will be scrutinized
for claim allegations, causes and outcomes.
We will explore root cause analysis, identify
claim trends and learn risk management
and loss control strategies to deal with practice situations. Ultimately, this information
will empower practitioners to utilize critical
thinking to improve outcomes for mothers,
babies and their families.
6. Being Solution Focused in a Problem
Focused World: Communication Skills to
Build Bridges Rather than Walls. . . .  Dawson
		 Britta Bushnell, PhD
		 New parents often come to healthcare
providers looking for the “right” answers.
But becoming a parent requires learning to
look within for the answers that are right for
us, rather than the illusive “right answer”
that does not exist universally. As healthcare
providers, we can guide parents to develop
the skill of looking for solutions that work
best for them and engage their inner parental
resources so necessary during the years
of parenthood. Additionally, as midwives,
it is important to have skills for working
with other healthcare professionals during
transfers and other situations. Learning to
build bridges rather than walls with other
professionals improves the overall care of the
parents you serve.
12:30- 1:30 pm Lunch . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom

Saturday, November 4, 2017, continued
12:30- 1:30 pm
1:302:15 pm
		
2:15- 3:00 pm
		

ICM Luncheon. . . . . . . . Bixby 1
MANA Business Meeting. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
MANA Open Forum . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom

3:15 - 4:45 pm		 Breakout Sessions D
1. Perinatal Cannabis Use: A Toolkit For
Midwives*  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 1
		 Heather Thompson, MS, PhD; Indra Lusero,
Esq.
Marijuana liberalization is on the rise with
more states legalizing some form of marijuana. Elephant Circle has been supporting perinatal families socially, scientifically and legally for the past 4 years, and we have learned
many lessons along the way. This session
will raise the experiences of our clients as
a way to talk about the various intersecting
stakeholders and needs involved in supporting parents who use cannabis. This session
is designed to provide tools for midwives
to navigate perinatal marijuana use in their
own practice, including an education on the

potential legal issues associated with cannabisusing parents and being mandatory reporters,
and the current legal situation in California.
2. VBACs: Increasing Access, Increasing Safety* .
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 2
		 Maria Cranford, MSM, CPM
		 Participants will learn the current TOLAC/
VBAC recommendations from both the
NIH and ACOG as well as become versed in
the latest home VBAC statistics. Issues of
racial and ethnic disparities among primary
and secondary Cesareans and TOLACs vs
completed VBACs will be explored. Attendees
will evaluate factors, based on research,
associated with both increased and decreased
probabilities of TOLAC success including labor
management.
3. Domestic Violence Myths and Research*  .  .  . .
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 3
Cynthia B Flynn, CNM; Stanley Woody, LMHC,
DVPTP (supervisor)
Typical Domestic Violence training in midwifery educational programs focuses on intimate
terrorism (battering), which is primarily per-

NACPM: a collective voice for CPMs
• CPM Symposium 2018! May 11-13 near DC
• Resources for CPMs: Briefing Papers, Advocacy
Toolkit, Continuing Education Webinars
• NACPM State Chapters: Bringing CPMs
together for state action, building bridges
between states, structure for national action
• MAMA Campaign: Raising the visibility of
CPMs, working to achieve federal recognition

Visit us at www.nacpm.org!
Join NACPM today!

NACPM

national association of
certified professional midwives

Saturday, November 4, 2017, continued
petrated by males on females but constitutes
less than 10% of DV. This session will cover
the other 90% of DV, which are perpetrated
equally by men and women, how to screen
for these types of DV, how they are handled
by the justice system, the effect of these types
of DV on the children and therefore the next
generation, when to refer, and tips for choosing good treatment programs. It includes
video of unrehearsed responses to open-ended questions by a pregnant couple that chose
to get treatment voluntarily.
4. Disenfranchised Grief In Women Following
The Loss Of Their Dreamed-Of Birth*. .  Nieto
		 Rumyana Kudeva, DSW, LCSW
The childbearing year is of utmost significance, carrying inherent possibilities of
empowerment and self-actualization. Coming out of the childbirth experience with
feelings of being uncared for or silenced, or
even abused can cause serious long term
psychological reactions postpartum. This
session will provide birth professionals with
the knowledge and skills to support women
on their healing journey and “hold” space for
them in their reconciliation with birth. We
will also discuss self care and prevention of
secondary trauma and burnout for birth professionals.
5. Quality Improvement: Midwives Working
Together For Excellent Care  .  .  .  .  . Wilmore
Silke Akerson, CPM, LDM
Ongoing work on quality improvement is
essential to safe, excellent and responsive
midwifery care in any setting. In this session
we will cover a number of possible elements
of a quality improvement program including:
transport improvement; targeted continuing
education for specific concerns; mentorship;
improving peer review; developing community practice standards; and community
processes for addressing concerns about a
midwife or practice. We will consider several specific current midwifery QI efforts in
the US as a way to understand the strengths,
considerations, and barriers of different approaches.
6. Midwives Responding to Natural Disasters*
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Dawson
		 Vicki Penwell, LM

This session will explain the role of the midwife in a disaster response, and give invaluable training in how to create a safe birthing
area when health care systems are down.
4:45- 5:00 pm Transition time
5:00- 6:00 pm KEYNOTE: Centering
Collaboration – Kimberly Seals Allers. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
In this dynamic presentation, Kimberly
draws on examples and lessons from over
seven years of work in Southeast cities,
Philadelphia and Detroit to create a blueprint
for transforming birth and breastfeeding
outcomes by leveraging the unique power of
community.
6:00- 7:00 pm Awards Ceremony. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
Celebrate and honor the 2017 Sage Femme
and Sapling and other MANA awardees. Refreshments will be served.
7:00- 7:30 pm FAM Time. . . . Bixby Ballroom
7:30- 9:00 pm Dinner on own
7:30- 9:00 pm Affinity/Caucus Group Time
9:00- 11:30 pm DANCE!. . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
A highlight of every MANA conference - let
your hair down and dance with your favorite
midwives. We’ll dance to the music of band No
Small Children - rockin chicks by night, school
teachers by day. “Three teachers walk into a bar,
onto the stage, plug their instruments in and
then… they melt your face.” A Photo Booth will
add fun to your evening!
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MANA CAM 2017 Sc
Thursday, November 2
7:30 am

Registration — 7:00 - 8:00 am

8:30 am

9:30 am

10:30 am

Welcome Address — 8:00 - 9:00 am
Plenary: The Politics of Place: Joseph
DeLee, Home Birth, and the Rise of
Modern Obstetrics — 9:00 - 10:00 am

Half Day
Morning
Pre-conference
Sessions

Exhibits/ Posters/Break —
10:00 - 11:00 am

8:00 am - 12:00 pm
11:30 am

12:30 pm

1:30 pm

Lunch
(on your own)
Noon - 2:00 pm

Full Day
Pre-conference
Sessions
8:00am - 6:00pm
Lunch
(on your own)

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

4:30 pm

Friday, November 3

Half Day
Afternoon
Pre-conference
Sessions

Breakout Sessions A —
11:00 am - 12:30 pm

Lunch — 12:30 - 1:30 pm
FAM Announcements — 1:30 - 1:45 pm
Plenary: Midwives in Cuba —
1:45 - 2:45 pm

Breakout Sessions B —
3:00 - 4:30 pm

2:00 - 6:00 pm
5:30 pm

Plenary: MANA DOR Research Roundup
and Roundtable — 5:00 - 6:00 pm

6:30 pm
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Dinner on your own

7:30 pm

8:30 pm

Opening Ceremonies — 8:00 - 9:00 pm
Plenary: Teamwork Makes the Dream Work
Exhibits Reception — 9:00 - 10:30 pm
MOC Pajama Party — 10:30pm - Midnight

Dinner on your own

FAM Get on the Boat! — 7:00 - 9:00 pm

chedule at a Glance
Saturday, November 4

Sunday, November 5

Morning Yoga — 6:30 - 7:30 am

7:30 am

Registration — 7:00 - 8:00 am

Registration Open — 7:30 - 8:00 am

Plenary: The Power of Transdisciplinary
Imagination: Addressing Equitable Access to
Person-Centered Maternity Care in the US —
8:00 - 9:00 am

Plenary — The MANA Stats Fetal, Neonatal
Mortality Review (FNMR) Project: Preliminary
Findings and Implications for Practice —
8:00 - 9:00 am

Plenary: Pitfalls During Resuscitation of the
Newborn in the OOH setting: Key Failures in
Neonatal Resuscitation and How to Prevent
Them — 9:00 - 10:00 am

MANA Business Meeting 2 —
9:00 - 10:00 am

Author Book Signing, Exhibits & Posters —
10:00 - 11:00 am

Breakout Sessions C —
11:00 am - 12:30 pm

8:30 am

9:30 am

Exhibits/ Posters/Break —
10:00 - 11:00 am

10:30 am

Vounteer with MANA & CAM —
10:00 - 10:30 am

11:30 am

Breakout Sessions E —
11:00 am - 12:30 pm
12:30 pm

Lunch — 12:30 - 1:30 pm

Lunch — 12:30 - 1:30 pm
1:30 pm

MANA Business Meeting 1 —
1:30 - 2:15 pm

FAM Announcements — 1:30 - 1:45 pm
Plenary: Birth Justice 101 — 1:45 - 2:45 pm

2:30 pm

MANA Open Forum — 2:15 - 3:00 pm
Plenary: #thestruggleisreal: How to Build
Understanding and Empathy with Millennial
Families — 2:45 - 3:45 pm
Breakout Sessions D —
3:15 - 4:45 pm

Plenary: KEYNOTE: Centering
Collaboration —
5:00 - 6:00 pm
Awards Ceremony — 6:00 - 7:00 pm
FAM Announcements — 7:00 - 7:30 pm
Dinner on your own

Conference Closing — 3:45 - 4:30 pm

Birth Center Tour — 4:45 - 6:00 pm
(approximately)

3:30 pm

4:30 pm

5:30 pm

6:30 pm
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7:30 pm

8:30 pm

MANA Dance — 9:00 - 11:30 pm

Thank You to Our Conference Supporters
We appreciate the dedication and commitment of resources from all of our conference
supporters, from Sponsors and Exhibitors (visit them during breaks, play BINGO and enjoy a
coffee and a chat), to Program Book Advertisers, Attendee Bag Supporters, and to everyone
who donated to the raffle — we really can’t do it without you!

Second Trimester Sponsor
First Trimester Sponsor

http://www.themidwifeplan.com/

lansinoh.com/professional

Exhibitors (in alphabetical order as of the printing of this program)
American Association of Birth Centers (AABC)
Art of Nursing Care Inc. / Art of Birthing Center
Bastyr University Department of Midwifery
Better Products Inc. / Your Water Birth
California Association of Midwives (CAM)
California Latinas For Reproductive Justice
Client Care
Fairhaven Health
Flora, Inc.
Foundation for the Advancement of Midwifery
(FAM)
Goddard College
GOLD Learning
HPSRX Enterprises Inc.
In His Hands
Indigena
Jewels Within
LA Biomedical Research Institute (CA Newborn
Screening Program)
Lansinoh
Love Delivers

MamAmour Dolls
Mandala Journey
Midwifery Classroom
Midwives Alliance of North America (MANA)
MANA Division of Access & Equity
MANA Division of Research
Mobile Midwife EHR
National Association of Certified Professional
Midwives (NACPM)
Native/Indigenous Midwives
PELV-ICE, LLC
Pieces of Bali
Radiant Belly
Roche Diagnostics
Serola Biomechanics
Southern Cross Insurance Solutions, LLC
The Pinard Guy
The Umbilical Card
Waterbirth Solutions
Why Not Home?
Your Birth

Links to all vendors and supporters are available on the conference website.

Raffle Items
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Thank you to all who donated raffle items. Check them out in the exhibits area, and pick what you hope
to win. Raffle tickets can be purchased from the wandering ticket sellers at meals or at the MANA Sales
Table in Exhibits. The Raffle drawing will take place Sunday during the break; so don’t delay!

MANA Sage Femme Award 2017
Marina Alzugaray, MS, CNM, ARNP
Marina Alzugaray, MS, CNM, ARNP was born and raised in
Cienfuegos Cuba. When she was 17 years old she emigrated
with her family to the United States. Marina studied
midwifery in the US, where she has worked for over four
decades as a midwife and women’s reproductive health
specialist. Marina has extensive experience as a homebirth
midwife as well as with hospital and birth center care.
She has focused on intimate and empowering births for
all mothers in all settings, and her hands-on midwifery
work and teaching are a reflection of her commitment
to these values. Marina’s presentations on Birth Dance,
AquaNatal®, Waterbirth, and Red Tents, in addition to her
longstanding work in midwifery mentorship, have made
her a unique and respected voice in the midwifery world,
both nationally and internationally.
Marina has provided leadership to the US midwifery
profession, including serving two terms on MANA’s Board
of Directors. She is internationally known as an innovative
educator and skilled guide in cross cultural midwifery
mentorship. Marina has served as consultant for Bolivia’s
National Maternal Infant Heath Protocols, and as Supervisor for the opening of a Nurse Midwifery program in
Puerto Rico.
Marina grew up surrounded by water on the island of Cuba, her motherland. She became a pioneer of water
birth while swimming with dolphins in the open sea. Marina developed the American AquaNatal® method,
a prenatal water exercise and educational program. Her Continuing Education courses on ‘The Use of Water
for Labor and Birth’ have reached many midwives, doctors and doulas at ICM, MANA and Midwifery Today
conferences. Marina is also the developer of My Moon Cards, an interactive menstrual cycle teaching guide.
Marina received the UCSF Chancellor’s Award for her research on birth positions, for her national and
international presentations of ‘Birth Dance’ performances, and for her work on birth skills for second stage for
maternity care providers.
Recently Marina’s passion has been traveling to
her Motherland to build a bridge of friendship
and understanding between her two countries,
Cuba and the United States. At the 2017 MANA
Convention, Marina will be hosting a Cuban
Nurse Midwife and co-presenting on a plenary
panel with her. Marina is honored and thrilled
to be introducing her Cuban colleague to the
international midwifery community.
Marina’s multilayered and fascinating path in
midwifery—as practitioner, educator, innovator,
author, and visionary—is what made it an easy
choice to name her MANA’s 2017 Sage Femme.
Marina is brilliant, courageous and inspiring —
exactly the qualities we love and admire in our
Sage Femmes!
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Marsden Wagner Midwifery Partnership
Award 2017
Dr. Ronald Wu
Marsden Wagner was a champion for midwifery
in the US and worldwide, and a dear friend of
MANA. This award is given to physicians who
are strong advocates for both the midwifery
model and collaboration between physicians
and midwives, and who have helped advance
midwifery in our country.
Dr. Wu, who just this year retired after 49 years in service
to the local birthing community, is an advocate for
women’s choice in childbirth, an expert in vaginal breech
delivery, and a true collaborator with midwives.

MANA Sapling Award 2017
Jhoanna Galvez, LM, CPM
Jhoanna Galvez, LM, CPM is a Los Angeles native
Queer Pinay midwife. She is the founder of Malaya
Midwifery based in Long Beach, CA.
Jhoanna’s introduction to midwifery first took
place in 2009 when her cousin invited her to the
home birth of her nephew Christophe in Montreal,
Quebec. At the time Jhoanna was a young feminist
performing artist and activist. The birth experience
showed her that the midwifery model of care was
in alignment with her feminist worldviews and
simultaneously revealed the rich birth stories and
traditions of her ancestral lineage.
Upon her return home she gained experience at
Quirino Memorial Medical (maternity only hospital)
in QC, Philippines alongside local midwives. The
honor to be able to work in her native country and
native tongue helped her understand her place
in the world as a Filipina American midwife. She
trained at Birth Roots and Birth Matters in San Diego. She is centered in the fact that the
midwifery model of care excels at addressing birth disparities in the United States of black
families, families of color, and intersections of unique family units which make up Los
Angeles, CA. Her practice thrives in an urban setting aiming to improve birth outcomes
while celebrating these unique identities with compassionate skilled care.
Jhoanna hopes to continue to build bridges with local midwives in her home country of the
Philippines, to exchange knowledge and increase the support of skilled birth providers from
the city to the remote areas.
Jhoanna’s passion and commitment to midwifery are why MANA has chosen her as this
year’s Sapling. We wish her all the best and look forward to the many years of leadership
she will offer her community and the profession of midwfery.
MANA STAR Award 2017
Diane Holzer, LM, CPM, PA-C
The MANA STAR Award is given to an individual who has volunteered with
MANA for at least 10 years.
This year’s recipient, Diane Holzer, LM, CPM, PA-C has been a MANA STAR for three
decades. Diane’s years of service to MANA include time as Regional Representative, 2nd
Vice President and two terms as President. Diane is one of the co-creators of the CPM
credential, born out of MANA! She also served as the MANA International Confederation
of Midwives Section Leader for many years. As one of our esteemed MANA elders, Diane
continues to offer mentorship and support to those of us who are continuing the vision and
mission of MANA. Thank you, Diane, for your dedication and service!
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Sunday, November 5, 2017
7:00- 8:00 am Breakfast with Ninotte Lubin,
CPM. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . Hospitality Suite, Rm 332
		 Ninotte Lubin will talk about her life as
a Haitian Midwife and her work at Grace
Community Birth Center. Light breakfast and
coffee will be served.
7:30- 8:00 am Registration Open
8:00- 9:00 am Plenary: The MANA
Stats Fetal, Neonatal Mortality Review
(FNMR) Project: Preliminary Findings
and Implications for Practice* – Marit
Bovbjerg, PhD, MS, HBM; Jen Brown, LM;
Melissa Cheyney, PhD, CPM, LDM; Courtney
Everson, PhD; Saraswathi Vedam, RM
FACNM MSN Sci D (h.c.). . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
In this presentation, we will describe findings
from a study designed to examine all fetal
and neonatal deaths recorded in MANA Stats
between 2004 and 2015. Using the three delays
model as proposed by Thaddeus and Maine
(1994), we will discuss rates of intrapartum
and neonatal death in a large sample of more
than 50,000 planned, midwife-led, home births
in the United States and provide an in-depth
thematic analysis of the primary contributors to
mortality in the sample.
9:00- 10:00 am MANA Business Meeting 2. . .
		 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
10:00- 11:00 am Exhibits/ Break
Meet and greet with MANA presenters who are
also authors. Connect with the vendors who
support the conference: Play BINGO, buy Raffle
tickets and enjoy a refreshment break—coffee
stations will be located in exhibit areas.
10:30- 11:00 am Volunteer with MANA or
			 CAM . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
Get involved with your organization! Learn
about volunteer opportunities with MANA &
CAM.
11:00 am - 12:30 pm Breakout Sessions E
1. Afterbirth Plan: The Time To Fight PMAD
Is Before Baby Arrives. The Best Defense?
Preparation*  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 1
		 Dr. Alyssa Berlin, PsyD
There is a gap in our prenatal education
system. Pregnant couples rarely think about
the stress and challenges that ensue when
the baby is born. The AfterBirth Plan can
help families develop accurate expectations
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and give them real tools to reduce the risk
of PMAD and other postpartum issues. With
their own unique AfterBirth Plan in hand,
couples enter new parenthood prepared to
meet challenges head on, giving them the
best possible chance at long-term health and
happiness.
2. Critical Congenital Heart Defect Screening and
Newborn Hearing Screening in Out of Hospital
Setting*  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 2
		 Tania Marie McCracken, LM, CPM
In this presentation you will learn about the
importance of both Critical Congenital Heart
Disease (CCHD) screening and Newborn
Hearing Screening as part of the Newborn
Screening Program. You will learn how to
do a non-invasive CCHD screening with a
newborn pulse oximeter that home birth
midwives carry in their birth bags, and
practice the algorithm used to interpret your
results, gaining confidence that you can
screen your home birthed babies for CCHD.
We will learn how to do newborn hearing
screenings with the Otoacoustic Emissions
test, and discuss what failed screenings mean
and what follow-up care is recommended for
both CCHD and newborn hearing tests.
3. Best Practices in Charting: Lessons Learned
from the 4.0 MANA Stats Validation Project*
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Pike 3
		 Courtney Everson, PhD; Gina Gerboth, MPH,
RM, CPM, IBCLC
Accurate charting is a critical midwifery skill.
Charts are legal records, are important as a
narrative of client experience and an accurate record for consult, referral and transfer
of care or regulatory inquiries or litigation.
Limitations of midwife charting were identified during the 4.0 MANA Stats Validation
project. This session will provide skills and
tools that will help midwives improve charting efficiency, clarity, and consistency, answering the questions of “why,” “what,” “how,”
“where,” “when,” and “who.” Improvements in
charting will support future validation studies of the MANA Stats perinatal data registry,
protect midwives and clients during courses
of care, and help advance midwifery professionalism.

The Harris-Braun Outstanding Poster Award for Research
The Harris-Braun Outstanding Poster Award for Research was created in 2014 to honor the
significant contributions that Ellen Harris-Braun made to the Midwives Alliance of North America
and our Division of Research, the midwifery profession, and especially to our lives.

Poster Presentations
“Sharing Sexual Responsibility - Male STI
Screening and the Implication for Women” by
Cassandra Aho, ASM Student

“What facets of maternal health are positively
impacted by participation in group prenatal
care (GPC) compared to individual prenatal
care (IPC)?” by Jacqueline McMahon, RN,
BSN, CD; Kimether Redmon, MPH, RN; Alexis
McLeod, RN, BSN; Jelila Anoh, RN, BSN

“North American Mothers’ Home Birth/Birth
Center Birth Satisfaction Scale Survey” by
Colleen Donovan-Baston, MS, CNM; Susan E.
Fleming, PhD, RN Perinatal CNS, CNM student;
Ekaterina Burduli, PhDc; Celestina BarbosaLeiker, PhD; Caroline J. Hollins Martin, PhD
MPhil BSc PGCE ADM RM RG MBPsS; Colin
R. Martin, PhD MBA MSc BSc RN YCAP FHEA
CPsychol CSci AFBPsS

“Epiduralized Birth and Nurse-Midwifery: Childbirth in the United States. A Medical Ethnography.” By Maureen May, PhD, CNM (deceased)
presented by Kurt Krumperman, PhD, NRP
“An Explanatory Model and Description of Cultural Norms for the Practice of ‘Unassisted’
Birth among the Tarahumara of North Mexico”
by Janneli Miller, PhD, CPM (Retired)

“Empowering Indigenous Midwives and Community Maternal Health Workers: Lessons
from the Ecuadorian Amazon” by Robin Fink,
MPH Student

The Farm Midwifery Workshops
Summertown, Tennessee

6-Day Midwife Assistant Workshops
Dates for 2018 are listed on our web site.
Join us for classes in the midwife
assistant’s role with hands-on practice in
sterile technique, fetal heart monitoring
dilation checks, newborn exam, charting,
prenatal lab tests, oxygen set-up and use,
monitoring vital signs and more.

Advanced Midwifery Workshop

Evidence-based classes.
Hands-on practice in the surprise breech, twins, shoulder dystocia,
pelvimetry, IV therapy, suturing, breast and belly casting and more.

July 29-Aug 4, 2018

NRP Workshop
Complete course with
hands-on high tech
mannequin.

CEUs applied for all advanced workshops

For more information and curriculums for each workshop, contact us at:

www.midwiferyworkshops.org
E-mail: midwives@midwiferyworkshops.org

Sunday, November 5, 2017, continued
4. Using Midwifery and Functional Medicine
for Preventative Health Measures in Prenatal
Care .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Nieto
		 Nikia Grayson, MPH, MA, MSN, DNP; Jodilyn
Owen, CPM, LM
		 This session will explore the benefits of
the functional medicine model and the
midwifery model of care for preventative
health measures in prenatal care, providing
individualized, woman and family-centered
care that allows individuals to take control
and ownership of their health. By treating
the whole person we are looking at how we
can build relationships, empower the women
we serve, and help improve family and
community health outcomes.
5. Michigan! How One State Pushed Out A
Healthy Bill  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Wilmore
		 Nicole White, CPM; Kate Mazzara, CPM;
Kathi Mulder, CPM
		 We will review 8 years of work, what worked
and what didn’t. How strategy, tremendous
effort and luck convened to help Michigan
become the 31st state to license CPMs. We will
share how we created our leadership team,
our grassroots movement and the spectacular
graphics and cartoons that helped us tell
the story to legislators and on social media.
In Michigan we were doing our best to
implement US MERA language. We will talk
about how that helped and hurt us. In the end
we rocked it and we want to share our story!
6. The Giving Voice To Mothers Study:
Communities Of Color Speak Of Disrespect And
Inequity In Access To Birth Options  .  .  Dawson
Saraswathi Vedam, RM FACNM MSN SciD (h.c.)
The Lead Investigator of the Birth Place Lab
and convenor of the Home Birth Summits
speaks on new research and tools and the
landscape of patient oriented research so we
can better understand the discrepancies in
women’s experiences of maternity care and
treatment by care providers, based on race
and socio-economic status. We will learn
about global initiatives to address respectful
maternity care and ways to increase equitable
access to choice of birth place and autonomy
in decision making for all women in the US.
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12:30- 1:30 pm

Lunch. . . . . . . .Bixby Ballroom

12:30- 1:30 pm

Bridge Club Luncheon. . Bixby 1

1:30-

FAM Announcements

1:45 pm

1:452:45 pm Plenary: Birth Justice 101
– Jamarah Amani, LM, CLC, Community
Midwife . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
Black low income women have a higher
primary c-section rate than any other group.
In the United States, Black women are almost
four times more likely to die from pregnancyrelated causes than white women and black
babies are more than twice as likely to die in
the first year of life as white babies. How do
interpersonal, institutional and internalized
racism impact life and death in our
communities? How do poverty, immigration
status, economic disparity and various forms
of discrimination affect an individual’s ability
to receive quality reproductive health care?
What is the responsibility of midwives who
have historically been advocates for and
caretakers of people from marginalized
communities?
2:45- 3:45 pm Plenary: #thestruggleisreal:
How to Build Understanding and Empathy
with Millennial Families – Jeanette
McCulloch, IBCLC. . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
In the next ten to fifteen years, Millennial
women will give birth at the rate of roughly
10,000 per day, the fastest growing group of
parents in the country. In this presentation,
we will learn about the unique values,
communication styles, learning preferences,
and buying habits of Millennials and how
to apply our knowledge of Millennial values
and communication styles to understanding
how we can best find Millennials as clients,
teach in the way they best learn, and provide
information and care in a way that reaches
Millennials where they are.
3:454:30pm Conference Closing . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bixby Ballroom
Come celebrate with song! We will sing
together to close out MANACAM17! (Please
note that due to time constraints and cultural
safety concerns, we will sing only the
selected songs.)
Birth Center Tour
Join us for a tour of Beach Cities Midwifery
& Women’s Healthcare, 1224 E Wardlow Rd,
Long Beach, CA 90808. The tour will leave the
conference hotel after Closing Ceremonies (approx
4:45pm) on Sunday afternoon. Sign up at the MANA
table to participate in the tour, and join the carpool.

Monday, November 6, 2017
9:00 am - 5:00 pm ALSO - Advanced Life Support
in Obstetrics, Post Conference Workshop*
Sarita Bennett, DO, CPM; Larry Leeman, MD,
MPH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Broadlind Ballroom
The ALSO Provider Course is designed to
assist health professionals in developing and
maintaining the knowledge and skills needed
to effectively manage the emergencies which
arise in maternity care. The course focuses on
teamwork and a standardized understanding
of emergencies while also recognizing that
each provider must ultimately exercise their
own professional judgment in deciding on
appropriate action in emergency situations.
Topics covered include fetal distress, cord
prolapse, breech, shoulder dystocia, and
postpartum hemorrhage. The treatment
guidelines presented do not necessarily
represent the only way to manage these
situation but are presented as reasonable
methods of management.

Happy Birthday MANA!

35 years - 1982-2017

Speaker Biographies
Silke Akerson, CPM, LDM is a mother, home birth midwife and herbalist in
Portland, Oregon. She has been a midwife for 16 years and loves that she
never stops learning from her clients and the births she attends. She has
been active in midwifery leadership and advocacy in Oregon and is currently the director of the Oregon Midwifery Council. Silke is passionate about
continuing education for midwives as a way of ensuring quality care for all
families and encouraging continued growth for ourselves as practitioners.
Kimberly Seals Allers is an award-winning journalist, author and a nationally
recognized media commentator, consultant and advocate for breastfeeding
and infant health. Kimberly’s fifth book, “The Big Let Down— How Medicine,
Big Business and Feminism Undermine Breastfeeding” was published by St.
Martin’s Press in January 2017. As a consultant Kimberly provides strategic
communication services to hospitals, non-profits and other public healthrelated organizations, with an expertise in engaging communities of color.
As a project leader, for over seven years, she has led innovative communitybased projects in New Orleans, Birmingham, Detroit and Philadelphia that
explore the impact of “first food deserts”— communities that severely lack
accessible resources to support mothers who choose to breastfeed—and
developing community-partnered strategies to transform these areas into
more breastfeeding supportive environments. She is currently the project
director for The First Food Friendly Community Initiative (3FCI), a W.K.
Kellogg-funded pilot project in Detroit and Philadelphia to create a national
accreditation process for breastfeeding-friendly communities. Kimberly also
serves as vice president of the Board of Governors for the Commission for
the Accreditation of Birth Centers (CABC). She has testified at Congressional
hearings on infant health and spoken at several national conferences and
universities. Kimberly is the former editorial director of The Black Maternal
Health Project of Women’s eNews. Kimberly is also the author of The Mocha
Manual series of books. Kimberly is a graduate of New York University and
Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism. A divorced mother of
two, she lives in Queens, NY with her children.
Marina Alzugaray, MS, CNM, CPM was born and raised in Cienfuegos Cuba.
She studied Midwifery in the United States where she has been a women’s
healthcare provider for over four decades. Marina is internationally known

as an innovative educator, water healer, dancer, midwife, and women’s
reproductive health specialist. Marina has extensive experience as a
homebirth midwife as well as with hospital and birth center care. She is
impassioned about intimate and empowering births for all mothers in all
settings. Marina has provided leadership to the US midwifery movement,
including serving two terms on MANA’s Board of Directors. Marina became
a pioneer of water birth while swimming with dolphins in the ocean. She is
the developer of the American AquaNatal® method, a prenatal water exercise
and educational program with over 100 instructors teaching worldwide.
Marina is an acclaimed national and international speaker. Her presentations include Birth Dance, Aquanatal®, Waterbirth, and Red Tents in addition
to her longstanding work in midwifery mentorship. Recently, Marina’s passion has been traveling to her homeland to build a bridge of friendship and
understanding between her two countries, Cuba and the United States.
Jamarah Amani, LM, CLC is a community midwife who believes in the power
of birth and that every baby has a human right to be breastfed/chestfed.
Her mission is to do her part to build a movement for Birth Justice locally,
nationally and globally. A community organizer from the age of sixteen,
Jamarah has worked with several organizations across the United States,
the Caribbean and in Africa on various public health issues, including HIV
prevention, infant mortality risk reduction, access to emergency contraception and access to midwifery care. She is currently the director of Southern
Birth Justice Network, a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. Jamarah studied
Africana Studies, Women’s Studies and Midwifery at centers of learning
such as University of Pennsylvania, Clark Atlanta University and, most
recently, International School of Midwifery. Jamarah is also a Certified
Lactation Consultant. In addition to raising four lively children (who are also
raising her), Jamarah offers midwifery care, breastfeeding consultations and
childbirth education to families and communities across the state of Florida.
Jamarah is the 2016 recipient of the MANA Sapling Award.
Lynn Arnold, LM, CPM is a midwife and midwifery educator who has been
practicing and teaching midwifery over forty years. She was the founder
and director of Casa De Nacimiento 1985 through 2011 and recently opened
The Retreat in El Paso, Texas. They all join together to serve in the education,

Speaker bios have been edited for space. Complete bios as provided by the presenters are on the conference website.

MIDWIVES HELP PEOPLE OUT
After speaking with Midwives around
the country and in the Caribbean,
MANA has compiled a list of resources
for those interested in contributing
directly to hurricane and fire recovery
efforts, especially those in marginalized
communities already impacted by
oppression.
Aguada, Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria

Our hearts are with all who suffer.
Visit the MANA blog to learn more:
HTTPS://MANA.ORG/BLOG/MIDWIVES-HELP-PEOPLE-OUT

Speaker Biographies, continued
support and counseling of birthing women in the El Paso area regardless of
where or with whom they birth.
Sarita Benett, DO, CPM is an Osteopathic Family Practice Physician and Certified Professional Midwife who began studying and practicing the Midwife
Model of Care over 30 years ago. After working as an illegal home birth
midwife for 15 years, she entered the West Virginia School of Osteopathic
Medicine, completed a family medicine residency with a strong women’s
and children’s health component and went into private practice, providing
family medicine and midwifery services in rural Appalachia. Sarita currently practices in Charlottesville, VA, providing midwifery services at home
and in her birth center, Winding River Birth Center. She mentors students
through her program the Academy of Experiential Midwifery Education, and
is always willing to talk about pretty much any aspect of midwifery. She is
currently Vice President of MANA.
Alyssa Berlin, PsyD is a clinical psychologist specializing in pregnancy, postpartum and parenting. Dr. Berlin is the creator of The Afterbirth Plan Workshop, a program that prepares couples for what to expect after a baby is born
and how to prepare for a physically and emotionally healthy postpartum
transition for the baby, for each partner and for the evolving relationship. Dr.
Berlin is a labor support doula. Dr. Berlin is on the Board of Advisors for the
International Cesarean Awareness Network (ICAN) and is a faculty member
of Maternal Mental Health NOW Training institute. Dr. Berlin received her
doctorate at Argosy University in Atlanta, GA, went on to become a certified
Gottman educator and is a member of the American Psychological Association. Dr. Alyssa and her husband, prenatal chiropractor Dr. Elliot Berlin live
in Los Angeles and are the proud parents of four amazing children.
Darynée Blount, LM, CPM is the owner and director of Birth Roots since 2008.
She was born and raised in San Diego and has many family members residing in the city. She has five children of her own, the third of which was born
in the water with midwives. She attended Nizhoni Institute of Midwifery
for her direct-entry into midwifery and apprenticed and assisted many of
the community midwives for many years before attaining her own license.
She is nationally certified as a Certified Professional Midwife (CPM) and is a
California Licensed Midwife (LM).
Marit L. Bovbjerg, PhD, MS, HBM is a reproductive and health services epidemiologist at Oregon State University, the Director of Data Quality for the
MANA DOR, and a home birth mom. She has been teaching statistics and

research methods to clinicians for more than 15 years, and particularly enjoys
teaching midwives because then all of the examples can be birth-related. She
lives in rural Oregon with her husband and three (well, two, since one’s in
college) children. She spends her non-work time doing laundry, driving people
places, gardening, cooking, cleaning up messes she did not make, saying “no,
you can’t wear that,” and practicing her calm demeanor in the face of teenaged
girl/9-year-old boy button-pushing. To accomplish this last, she knits, exercises
(ideally both at once! Hiking while knitting: don’t knock it ‘til you’ve tried it),
and stays up way too late reading mysteries.
Jen Brown, LM is a mom to two boys, both born at home. She has been a midwife
since 2007. Jen has worked with the MANA DOR for many years doing data
review and answering MANA Stats support emails. If you click on the ‘contact
us’ button she’s the one who gets your email! Inspired by the work of the DOR,
Jen decided to go back to school to pursue her interest in midwifery research.
Currently she is also MANA’s Membership Coordinator.
Laura Burnett, LM, CPM is a midwife in Los Angeles, California. She started as a
student in 2009, studying under a few local preceptors. Then Laura traveled
to Utah to experience high volume birth with Better Birth. She took the NARM
exam at 37 weeks pregnant in Sacramento, then graduated from National
Midwifery Institute right around the time her first daughter was born in 2012.
Laura has studied with Elizabeth Davis at Heart & Hands and Ina May Gaskin at
The Farm in Tennessee. She admires the teaching and activism of Robin Lim at
Bumi Sehat. Guided by the midwives who have shaped her, Laura is committed
to educating student midwives and sharing her experiences. Other passions
include literature, alternative therapies, anarcho-herbalism, gardening and
animal rescue.
Britta Bushnell, PhD is a celebrated speaker, veteran childbirth educator, and
expert in guiding audiences to revolutionary new approaches to childbirth, relationship, and parenting. Britta has worked with birthing families since 1999 as
a prenatal yoga instructor, childbirth educator, childbirth educator trainer, and
private mentor. Utilizing the timeless disciplines of cultural mythology, ritual
preparation, and therapeutic approaches such as solution-focused mentoring,
Britta challenges unseen preconceptions and helps audiences cultivate new
ways to approach life’s most important transitions. She is currently working on
her new book, birthed from her doctoral studies, on cultural ideals in childbirth
titled, Forceps and Candles: Cultural Ideals and the Way They Shape Your Birth.
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Beth Cannon, LM, CPM is a Los Angeles midwife who catches babies born at
home. She feels honored to work with families during this rite of passage
and the intimate moments when babies emerge Earth-side. Beth is a graduate of The National Midwifery Institute, a Certified Professional Midwife
with the North American Registry of Midwives, licensed by the California
Medical Board and an advocate for people’s right to informed birth options
and informed choice. Beth is a NARM approved preceptor and precepts for
students of NMI and MCU. She has a private practice, Birthing Rhythm, Inc.,
located in Sherman Oaks, CA. She has an amazing husband and is mother to
three children, all birthed out of the hospital, two in water and one on land.
Sarah Carter, CPM, LDM is a midwife and educator, midwifing midwives
throughout their professional lives. She lives in northern Utah and enjoys
Star Wars, teenagers and dark, dark chocolate. “When you teach a newborn
to breathe, you have to keep breathing yourself. When you provide care to
others, you need to be cared for and supported, too.”
Wicanhpi Iyotan Win Autumn Cavender-Wilson, LM, CPM is Wahpetunwan
Dakota from Pezutazizi K’api Makoce, in the occupied territory of Minnesota.
She is a CPM/LM, Dakota language instructor and decolonization activist.
Working in her home community, she has dedicated her life to the revitalization of indigenous midwifery and the reclamation of indigenous languages,
lifeways and territories.
Melissa Cheyney, PhD, CPM, LDM is Associate Professor of Clinical Medical
Anthropology at Oregon State University (OSU) with additional appointments in Public Health and Women Gender and Sexuality Studies. She is
also a Certified Professional Midwife in active practice, and the Chair of the
Division of Research for the Midwives Alliance of North America where
she oversees the MANA Statistics Project. Dr. Cheyney currently directs the
International Reproductive Health Laboratory at Oregon State University
where she serves as the primary investigator on more than 20 maternal and
infant health-related research projects in nine countries. She is the author of
an ethnography entitled Born at Home (2010, Wadsworth Press) along with
dozens of peer-reviewed articles that examine the cultural beliefs and clinical outcomes associated with midwife-led birth at home in the United States.
Dr. Cheyney is an award-winning teacher, and in 2014 was given Oregon
State University’s prestigious Scholarship Impact Award for her work in the
International Reproductive Health Laboratory and with the MANA Statistics
Project. She is the mother of a daughter born at home on International Day
of the Midwife in 2009.
Maria Cranford, MSM, CPM is a Southern girl at heart, transplanted to the
Intermountain West. She has an intense commitment to melding traditional midwifery, “evidenced-based smarts,” and a calm compassion into
high-quality clinical practice. Currently, Maria has a small birth center
practice, serves on the Out-of-Hospital Subcommittee for the Utah Women
and Newborns Quality Collaborative, and is Clinical Director for Midwives
College of Utah.
Ida Darragh, CPM, LM is the Executive Director of the North American Registry
of Midwives (NARM). She is an expert on the documentation needed to obtain the CPM credential, and is also involved in the politics of licensure. She
stays current on the licensure requirements in each state, and is familiar
with how the US MERA language may impact midwives who move to various states in the future, and how proposed federal Medicaid language may
affect Medicaid reimbursement in all states. Ida has been a midwife since
1983, a Certified Professional Midwife since 1996, and involved with NARM
since 1998.
Courtney Everson, PhD is a Medical Anthropologist and Dean of Graduate
Studies at the Midwives College of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT. Dr. Everson is
also the Director of Research Education for the Midwives Alliance of North
America (MANA) Division of Research (DOR) Coordinating Council (CC);
a Research Working Group (RWG) member of the Academic Collaborative
for Integrative Health (ACIH); Co-founder and Vice President of the Oregon
Doula Association (ODA); an Accreditation Review Committee (ARC) member for the Midwifery Education Accreditation Council (MEAC); and serves
on the Boards of Directors for the Australasian Professional Doula Regulatory Association (APDRA), the Oregon Doula Connection, the Association of
Midwifery Educators (AME), and the Academic Collaborative for Integrative
Health (ACIH). Dr. Everson’s research and teaching specializations include:
maternal-child health; human childbirth; evidence-informed practice;
adolescent pregnancy and parenting; psychosocial stress; social support;
doula care; midwifery care; research and clinical ethics; collaborative care
models; mixed methodologies; health inequities; cultural competency/
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humility; social justice; and underserved populations. She actively publishes
in academic forums, and is an invited, avid speaker at local, national and
international venues.
Marinah V. Farrell, LM, CPM was led to midwifery through politics and traditional medicine, and she has a firm commitment to both political activism
and birth work. Marinah has worked in innovative birth centers and medical
facilities for international NGOs, in freestanding birth centers in the US,
and is the owner of a long standing homebirth practice in Arizona. In addition, Marinah is a founding board member of a community funded free
clinic in downtown Phoenix that gives free care to those who have no other
resources, a project born of community-led healthcare work and grassroots
organizing. Marinah is known locally, nationally and internationally for her
advocacy work on behalf of midwives and vulnerable communities, and
continues to champion the idea that community midwives and health workers can bridge professional midwifery with community traditions.
Stuart J. Fischbein, MD is a fellow of the American College of Obstetrics &
Gynecology, published author (Fearless Pregnancy, Wisdom & Reassurance
from a Doctor, A Midwife and A Mom) and (Homebirth With an Obstetrician,
A Series of 135 Out of Hospital Births), lecturer and advocate. He attended
the University of Minnesota Medical School and completed his residency in
obstetrics and gynecology at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles. Dr.
Fischbein has actively assisted women in childbirth for 31 years in private
practice, the first 24 as a hospital setting and now for the last 7 years directly
with home birthing midwives. www.birthinginstincts.com He offers hope
for those women who prefer and respect a natural birthing environment
and cannot find supportive practitioners for their choices including VBAC,
twin and breech deliveries. He is an outspoken advocate of informed decision making, the midwifery model of care and human rights in childbirth,
receiving the 2016 “Most Audacious” award from HRIC and the Association
for Wholistic & Newborn Health. Hear more of his thoughts and advocacy for
evidenced-based, reasonable choices on his podcast at www.drstuspodcast.
com.
Cynthia Flynn, BA, MA, MSN, PhD received her BA from the University of
Washington, her MA and PhD from the University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, and her MSN from Yale University. She has served as Executive Director of The Birth Center, Bryn Mawr, PA; the General Director of Family
Health and Birth Center, Washington DC; Associate Professor of Nursing at
Seattle University; founder/owner of Columbia Women’s Clinic and Birth
Center, Kennewick, WA; and Past President of the American Association of
Birth Centers. She serves as the Expert Midwife on www.pregnancy.org,
and provides consulting for organizations wishing to start, expand or replicate birth centers in order to increase access for healthy women to a proven
method of obtaining a healthy delivery.
Ann Geisler, CPCU, AU, AAI has an insurance career that spans over forty
years. She has attained national industry credentials and continues her
service on local insurance boards. Southern Cross Insurance Solutions,
LLC/The Midwife Plan provides insurance solutions to midwives and birth
centers countrywide. Ann is a consumer midwifery advocate with memberships including AABC, ACNM, MANA, NACPM and dozens of state midwifery
organizations. She is a corporate sponsor/exhibitor for many of these organizations. She currently serves as President of the AABC Foundation and
the Chair of the MANA Insurance Committee. Ann has sponsored the Out of
Hospital Birth Feasiblity Study and served as a stakeholder in the Transforming Midwifery Care Symposium 2009 and the Home Birth Summit.
Gina Gerboth, MPH, RM, CPM, IBCLC has been practicing midwifery since
2010 and has a busy home birth practice in Denver, Colorado. She received
her Master of Public Health degree with a concentration in Maternal and
Child Health in December of 2015 from the Colorado School of Public
Health, which is an educational consortium through University of Colorado,
Colorado State University, and University of Northern Colorado. During her
graduate program, she participated in the 4.0 MANA Stats validation project
for her practicum. She began teaching and developing curricula at Midwives
College of Utah during the summer of 2016. She has been a board member of
the Colorado Midwives Association since 2013, and has served as President
since October of 2014. She was actively involved in Colorado’s legislative
year in 2016 for the reauthorization of the Direct-Entry Midwives Practice
Act. Additionally, she has been an IBCLC since 2008, and credits her passion
for breastfeeding as leading her toward midwifery.
Wendy Gordon, LM, CPM, MPH is a Certified Professional Midwife and is licensed in Washington State. She is an Assistant Professor in the Department
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of Midwifery at Bastyr University and an active member of the Midwives
Association of Washington State. She is a board member of the Association
of Midwifery Educators and serves on various committees for NACPM and
MEAC.
Rhonda Lee Grantham, Midwife is a member of the Cowlitz Nation of SW
WA, which translates to “Seeker of the Medicine Spirit”. She is a midwife,
herbalist and founder of the Center for Indigenous Midwifery. For over two
decades, she has been actively catching babies and teaching within tribal
communities, both at home and globally. She is honored to serve alongside
Indigenous midwives and healers throughout the world in dedication of her
organization’s mission, “Strengthening indigenous communities by bridging
access to health care resources and emergency skills training, while honoring and reclaiming indigenous midwifery care.
Nikia Grayson, MPH, MA, MSN, DNP is a public health activist, anthropologist
and nurse who has devoted her life to serving and empowering people in
underserved and marginalized communities. Working interdisciplinarily in
the areas of culture, health and education, Nikia’s work has explored the associations between power, culture and gender. Nikia received her bachelors
in Communications and Master of Public Health from Howard University.
She earned a Masters of Art in Medical Anthropology from University
of Memphis and a Masters of Science in Nursing and Doctor of Nursing
Practice degree from University of Tennessee Health Science Center and is
currently finishing her midwifery education at Frontier Nursing University.
Nikia has more than 10 years experience working in public health, with
her more recent work focusing on reproductive rights, birth justice, and
midwifery. She has served on numerous boards and advisory councils
and is passionate about ensuring all persons have the rights and means to
make decisions regarding their sexual and reproductive health. Dr. Grayson
currently provides holistic healthcare to women and serves as an Adjunct
Instructor at University of Memphis.
Ellen Harris-Braun, CPM (September 6, 1966 - October 28, 2016) Director of
Database Development, DOR and beloved friend.
Rebeccah Hazel is currently a student at the Midwives College of Utah where
she is furthering her career in birth work. She was born and raised in
a small city cuddled amongst the mountain ranges of U.S. Route 395 in
southern California and loves the desert she calls home there. Rebeccah

became interested in birth work in late 2009 after her son was born. She
began teaching childbirth education that same year and shortly after started
providing birth doula services to the women and families in her community.
After seeing the lack of resources and options that her community had to
offer, she began pursuing a career in midwifery. Rebeccah is passionate
about herbs and sustainable wellness as well as the empowerment of the
women she serves.
Vicki Hedley, CM, CPM, MA is the mother to five children and three grandchildren. She has been attending births since 1996, first as a doula, doula trainer,
and childbirth educator and since 2008 as a CPM when she graduated from
the National College of Midwifery. In 2010 she also became a CM. Her learning occurred through the apprenticeship model in many different settings
with beautiful and wise midwives who taught the art of midwifery through
their example. She continues the tradition of mentoring others through
study groups and apprenticeship. Before becoming a midwife, Vicki had a
private accounting practice for sixteen years, midwifing her clients through
the stresses of finances and taxes. She has been the MANA Treasurer since
2013 and is currently the MANA President. Vicki is also the ICM New York
Representative to the United Nations.
Diane Holzer, LM, CPM, PA-C has been a practicing midwife for almost 30
years, including birth at home and in birth centers, and also works as a
Physician Assistant in a bilingual rural family practice clinic. Diane has a
passion for teaching. For over 10 years she has been on the faculty of Maternidad la Luz, one of the oldest direct-entry midwifery schools in the US, located on the border of Mexico. Diane has dedicated over 20 years of her life
to midwifery leadership serving the midwifery movement both nationally
and internationally. She was a founding mother and co-creator of multiple
midwifery organizations and on the board of MANA for 20 years including
two terms as President. Over several decades, together with her co-conspirators Diane helped create the infrastructure for education, certification and
promotion of the art and profession of direct entry midwifery in the United
States. She also served on the board of the International Confederation of
Midwives, and was appointed ICM representative to the United Nations
for a three-year term. Currently, Diane serves on the Midwifery Advisory
Committee for the California Medical Board. She is Midwife Consultant for
a program called Jungle Mamas that is supported by Pachamama Alliance,
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an organization dedicated to working in partnership with the indigenous
people in the Ecuadorian Amazon rain forest.
Ashley Jones is a senior student midwife, attending Midwives College of Utah
for academics and completing clinicals with Birth Roots in Chula Vista, CA.
She began her journey into midwifery in 2011 as a doula before becoming a
birth assistant in Washington in 2012. She started midwifery school in Fall
2014 and is on track to graduate this year. Ashley, a San Diego native, is a
military wife and mother of 4.
Kristin Kali, LM, CPM is a midwife, teacher, writer, speaker, trainer and
consultant specializing in LGBTQ2S family building and gender inclusivity.
She is an authoritative resource on LGBTQ2S healthcare during conception
and pregnancy, functional approaches to fertility, and midwifery model
preconception care. Kristin presents to national and international audiences
such as the Midwives Alliance of North America, Canadian Association
of Midwives, and Lamaze International. She has provided organizational
training and consulting for the Association of Ontario Midwives and Bastyr
University, and has given numerous lectures at universities, conferences
and local community groups. Kristin is the owner of MAIA Midwifery and
Fertility Services, internationally renowned for LGBTQ2S family building
expertise and midwifery model preconception care. In addition to providing
preconception care via telemedicine to families across the globe, Kristin
provides midwifery care, home insemination, classes and support groups
in her home city of Seattle, WA. Kristin also provides training and education
for midwives, including a self-paced, online “Midwifery Model Preconception Care Course” and online LGBTQ2S cultural sensitivity courses for
birth professionals. Web-based preconception care, fertility products, client
education webinars and advanced professional training can be accessed at
www.maiamidwifery.com.
Lindsay Kinman, CPM, LDM is a licensed midwife in the state of Oregon.
Although a relatively new midwife she has been involved in birth work for
over 14 years as a labor support doula and childbirth educator. Lindsay has
found incredible support in her husband Chris of 20 years and her three
children Olivia, Ella and Eli. She is striving to be the best midwife she can be
while at the same time remaining humble enough to never stop learning.
Wendy Kline, PhD is professor and Dema G. Seelye Chair in the History of
Medicine in the Department of History at Purdue University. She is the
author of several articles and three books (one forthcoming) that focus on

controversies surrounding women’s reproductive health. She received
her Ph.D. in history from the University of California, Davis, in 1998. Her
first book, Building a Better Race: Gender, Sexuality, and Eugenics from
the Turn of the Century to the Baby Boom (University of California Press,
2001), emphasizes the American eugenic movement’s interaction with
popular notions of gender and morality during the first half of the twentieth
century. Her second book, Bodies of Knowledge: Sexuality, Reproduction,
and Women’s Health in the Second Wave (University of Chicago Press, 2010)
reveals the ways in which women challenged, expanded, and reinvented
constructions of the female body and particular reproductive health in
the late twentieth century. Her current book project, under contract with
Oxford University Press, is entitled Coming Home: Medicine, Midwives, and
the Transformation of Birth in Late-Twentieth-Century America. Based on
interviews and archival records of midwives, doctors, and health organizations, this book will be the first in-depth, historical analysis of the home
birth movement in the US.
Megan Koontz, CPM, LM is originally from New Zealand & now lives in
Ridgecrest, California. Megan received a Bachelor of Midwifery in New Zealand in 2001. As a home birth and hospital midwife in NZ she attended over
500 births, supporting women through a wide range of birthing experiences,
from natural home births to hospital births that included epidurals and
cesarean sections. Megan moved to America in 2005, and has two children
– one born in the water at home, and one in hospital following a transfer.
She is now a Certified Professional Midwife (CPM), licensed by the North
American Registry of Midwives (NARM), and a Licensed Midwife (LM) in the
state of California.
Rumyana Kudeva, DSW, LCSW is an assistant professor of Social Work at Eastern Washington University. She holds a clinical license in social work from
NJ where she lived and practiced social work for 11 years before moving to
Eastern Washington last summer. She has earned her BSW and MSW from
Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”, Bulgaria and DSW in Clinical Social
work from University of Pennsylvania. Rumyana’s clinical and scholarly
interests include women’s reproductive rights and mental health, perinatal
social work, trauma and grief, trauma-informed interventions and systems,
social work with children, youth and families, and disability studies.
Lawrence Leeman, MD, MPH is Professor of Family and Community Medicine,
and Obstetrics and Gynecology at the University Of New Mexico School Of
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Medicine. He is the director of UNM Family Medicine Maternal Child Health
clinical service, co-medical director of University Hospital Mother Baby Unit
and Level Two Nursery, and Medical Director for the Milagro Perinatal Substance Abuse program. He is the medical consultant for the Dar a Luz Birth
Center in Albuquerque. As a faculty member at UNM he has worked for fifteen
years as a consultant for home birth and birth center midwives and helped
care for their clients who have required hospital transport. He was the physician member of the New Mexico State Licensed midwifery advisory board
from 1993-1998. He was in rural practice with the Zuni Indian Ramah Indian
Health Service from 1992-1998 where he was the Director of Maternity Care
at a facility using a birth center model. He authored articles addressing the
safety of the birth center model and low cesarean rate achieved.
Cristi Lewis, LM, CPM, CHom. is a Licensed Midwife and Certified Homeopath
who has been a holistic health practitioner for more than 14 years, and a Licensed Midwife practicing in California for 3 years. She is co-owner of Acorn
Community Birth and Wellness Center in Fallbrook, California and Adjunct
Faculty for both the Nizhoni Institute of Midwifery in San Diego and Maternidad La Luz in El Paso, TX. Cristi is a Medi-Cal Provider who has been actively
accepting Medi-Cal clients for both home birth and birth center birth into her
practice since March of 2016.
Indra Lusero, Esq. is the President and founder of the Birth Rights Bar Association and the director of Elephant Circle, where they work as an organizer,
trainer, and lawyer practicing family formation and regulatory law. Indra
went to law school after attending a MANA conference in 2005 where folks
lamented not having a “hot shot team of lawyers” who could help defend
midwives. Indra has endeavored to become just such a lawyer. Indra’s law
review articles “Challenging Hospital VBAC Bans Through Tort Liability” and
“Making the Midwife Impossible: How the Structure of Maternity Care Harms
the Practice of Home Birth Midwifery” are published in the William and Mary
Journal of Women and the Law and the Women’s Rights Law Reporter respectively. Indra is honored to have been named “All Around Reproductive Justice
Champion” in 2013 by the Colorado Organization for Latina Opportunity and
Reproductive Rights. Indra is a genderqueer Latinx parent with a diverse family of people from all over the world.

Kate Mazzara, CPM has been on the Michigan Midwives Association Board of
Directors. She has also served as an executive board member of the Coalition to License Certified Professional Midwives since the beginning. Her
practice has always had diversity with apprentices, including precepting the
first Haitian CPM. Her 70 mile practice area encompasses suburban, rural as
well as urban areas, including Flint MI. She is currently enjoying a 6 month
Sabbatical where she is daring to let other people take care of her clients, ask
herself the tough questions, redefine who she is, sleep through the night and
finally declutter her life.
Tania McCracken, LM, CPM is a licensed midwife in California and has a
homebirth practice where she enjoys serving families of the Inland Empire.
She lives in Mentone with her husband and 6 year old son. She completed
her midwifery education and training at Maternidad La Luz, a birth center
in El Paso, Texas. After completing her training she worked at the birth
center as a staff midwife, clinical preceptor and academic teacher. Prior to
midwifery Tania was a high school science teacher and outdoor educator for
Outward Bound.
Jeanette McCulloch, IBCLC is the co-founder of BirthSwell, spreading birth
(and breastfeeding and MCH) genius, changing policy, and building businesses and organizations using strategic digital communications. With more
than 20 years experience in communications and women’s health advocacy,
she provides consultation to local, statewide, national, and international
birth and breastfeeding organizations and small businesses. She has published research and spoken at national conferences on reaching millennial
parents online. She is passionate about health equity and ensuring that all
families have access to high-quality, culturally sensitive birth and lactation
care. Jeanette unplugs with her two children while splashing around in the
gorges of her hometown, Ithaca, NY.
Nicole Morales, LM, CPM is a mother and homebirth midwife in San Diego.
She is an Approved Spinning Babies Trainer and works with breech advocacy by helping parents navigate the challenges of breech late in pregnancy
and beyond. She is a Birthing from Within Certified Mentor and leads a class
called Storytelling, Healing and the Birth Worker’s Journey that dives into
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stories as templates for healing. She is also an instructor and alumni at the
Nizhoni Institute of Midwifery.
Christine Morton, PhD is a medical sociologist with expertise in women’s
reproductive experiences and maternal quality improvement. Her research
has focused on various maternity support roles, such as the doula, childbirth educator, and L&D nurses. Her current research aims to understand
women’s and partners’ experiences with severe maternal events. She coleads a research team using mixed methods to analyze data from Listening
to Mothers III, a national survey of women’s birth experiences to explore
relationships between structural and regional factors and women’s birth
outcomes. Since 2008, Dr. Morton has worked at the California Maternal
Quality Care Collaborative at Stanford University where she manages the
California Pregnancy-Associated Maternal Review (CA-PAMR). Dr. Morton
was co-chair of the National Partnership for Maternal Safety workgroup on
Patient, Family and Staff Support after a Severe Maternal Event and serves
on the Board of Directors of Lamaze International.
Kathi Mulder, CPM has been a practicing midwife since 1992 and a Certified
Professional Midwife since 1997. She served on the Michigan Midwives
Association board of directors for many years, including six years as its
president. Currently Kathi serves on the Legislative Committee. She also is
a member of MANA. Kathi and her husband of 36 years have 3 grown daughters all of whom were born into the hands of midwives.
Yeshi Neumann, CNM, MA, MPH has been working as a midwife since 1970. In
2000, she created Homestyle Midwifery, a unique model of care, blending
home and hospital birth. From 2010-15 she was the team leader and principal educator of the maternal-child health project, Jungle Mamas, in the Amazonian rainforest in Ecuador. Yeshi has provided training and mentorship
through her facilitation of hundreds of workshops about women’s leadership, diversity, conflict resolution, organizational development, communication, healing family relationships, and mindfulness. She brings her passion
for women’s empowerment and social justice to her work with mothers,
grandmothers and community leaders. Yeshi also trains social change
leaders from the nonprofit, philanthropic, labor and socially responsible
business sectors in the Art of Leadership at Rockwood Leadership Institute.
One of her main focuses at Rockwood is the support of immigration rights
leaders. Yeshi is the mother of two daughters and the grandmother of three
granddaughters, all of whom were born into her own hands.
Lily Nichols, RN, CDE is a researcher, speaker, and author with a passion for
evidence-based prenatal nutrition and a unique specialty in gestational
diabetes. A Registered Dietitian/Nutritionist, Certified Diabetes Educator, and
Certified Pilates Instructor, Lily is the first dietitian to publicly advocate for a
nutrient-dense, lower carb diet for managing gestational diabetes in what’s
now been dubbed her “real food approach.” Lily has consulted for the California Diabetes and Pregnancy Program: Sweet Success, March of Dimes,
Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses, and many
other professional associations.
Jodilyn Owen, LM, CPM is devoted to reducing disparities in access and
improving quality of perinatal care for all families. She developed a unique
collaborative model of care that brings together a variety of providers to
best serve birthing and new families in a culturally relevant and dignified
setting. Jodilyn trained with the Brazelton Institute of Boston Children’s
Hospital and Harvard Medical school and created a unique midwifery-model
newborn exam which both assesses the newborn and allows parents to discover the unique behaviors and personality of their baby, allowing improved
planning for successful care of the newborn. She promotes midwives as
excellent front-line providers within the realm of public health. She works
closely with student midwives of color to support them as learners and
future leaders in the field of midwifery. Jodilyn is co-author of The Essential
Homebirth Guide (Simon and Schuster, 2012), and numerous articles. She
provides community-based perinatal healthcare in Memphis, TN that is
modeled on the ideals of shared-decision making, education based care, and
functional medicine. She is a co-founder of Rainier Valley Community Clinic
in Seattle, WA.
Mari Oxenberg, MS, CNM began her journey into midwifery in 1996 when
she witnessed a beautiful hospital birth. In 2001, Mari graduated from an
accredited nursing program in the Florida Keys, receiving an Associate in
Science in Nursing degree with a specialty in childbirth, and then moved to
Western Massachusetts where she began her journey as a labor and delivery
nurse at Fairview Hospital in Great Barrington. In 2010 she received her
Masters in Science in Nurse-Midwifery from the Midwifery Institute at

Philadelphia University. Mari is the mother of two children who were both
birthed at home in beautiful Topanga Canyon.
Karen Pecora, LM, CPM, NE, AP is a Licensed Midwife and Arvigo Practitioner
of Maya Abdominal Therapy and has been practicing midwifery in California
for 15+ years. Karen is the co-owner of Acorn Community Birth and Wellness Center in Fallbrook, California. She has been a preceptor of midwifery
students attending various accredited midwifery institutions for the past
5-6 years, and is recently on the faculty at Nizhoni Institute of Midwifery in
San Diego. Karen is a Medi-Cal Provider accepting clients into care for both
home birth and birth center options.
Vicki Penwell, LM has been a Licensed Midwife in the USA since 1983 and
an international practicing midwife since 1991, when she began living and
volunteering in Southeast Asia. She founded and directs Mercy In Action,
and to date, more than 14,000 babies have been delivered free of charge in
the birth centers this non-profit organization establishes and oversees in the
Philippines. Vicki has consulted on maternity care projects in Africa, Asia
and Latin America, and has personally led an initial disaster team response
to provide maternity care following Typhoon Haiyan. She is also the founder
of Mercy In Action College of Midwifery and is involved in ongoing continuing education for maternity care providers worldwide.
Sayida Peprah, PsyD has a BA in Psychology from Spelman College, and PsyD
in Clinical Psychology with a Multicultural Specialization, from the California School of Professional Psychology at Alliant International University.
She has a multi-faceted career as a clinician, educator and consultant. She is
a Deputy Chief Psychologist for the Federal Bureau of Prisons, in Victorville,
CA, providing and supervising mental health services for incarcerated
men and women. She is also a Professor of Psychology for the University of
Phoenix, facilitating Diversity and Cultural Factors in Psychology courses. In
2008, Dr. Peprah was certified through DONA International Inc., as a Birth
Doula and spent several years assisting mothers in their journey of pregnancy, childbirth and breastfeeding. What was initially a personal passion for
supporting fellow mothers has turned into a branch of Dr. Peprah’s career as
a Psychologist. She has continued her work in the maternal health world as
a consultant and workshop facilitator on topics of cultural competency for
providers and maternal mental health. Dr. Peprah is an instructor and consultant with The Association for Wholistic Maternal and Newborn Health,
teaching cross-cultural competence and perinatal mood disorder content
for the organization’s trainings. Dr. Peprah is also an active member of the
Black Women Birthing Justice Collective promoting research, education
and community-based services to positively transform birthing experiences
in the black community. Dr. Peprah also serves on the California Maternal
Quality Care Collaborative Maternal Suicide Review Committee, working to
identify key factors in preventing maternal suicide.
David Pulley, MS, RMI has spent his entire insurance career of nearly 20 years
in healthcare professional liability and has worked with midwives and
birth centers across the nation for nearly ten years. He has obtained several
national industry credentials and a master’s degree in risk management/
insurance. He currently is an assistant vice president with MedPro Group,
the nation’s oldest and biggest healthcare liability insurance carrier. David
is passionate about helping midwives and birth centers with quality and
valuable liability insurance options. He has spoken at many midwifery
conferences and currently serves on the board of CABC as the treasurer. As
a father of 7 children (all singles, all with one wife!), he is very aware of the
issues that mothers face in making critical healthcare choices and is happy
to support midwives and birth centers. By doing so, he believes he is helping
all mothers with more choices for quality healthcare throughout the nation.
Elke Saunders, Midwife is arguably the most remote practicing midwife in
the United States, living 1 hour by plane, or 12 hours by ferry to the nearest
midwife. She is also a dedicated surfer, homeschool mom, world traveler
and biohacker.
Ana Esther Rivero del Sol, MSN, Associate Professor, has over four decades
serving mothers and babies as a Matrona ‘nurse midwife’ and university
teacher at the Regional hospital and for the UCM, Universidad de Ciencias
Medicas, in Cuba. She began her work as a matrona and intrapartum unit
supervisor in 1972 until 2007. After four years serving in Venezuela, she
continues to attend births, teach at the University and work as an intrapartum student preceptor. She is principal profesor of obstetric nursing at UMC
with the added honors of researcher professor and consultant. Ana Esther
has two grown children and a grandchild. She lives with her husband in
Cienfuegos, Cuba.
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Geradine Simkins, CNM, MSN is a midwife, leader, activist, and author. She
began as a direct-entry midwife in 1976 and became a nurse-midwife twenty
years later. For 40 years she has provided healthcare for families in a variety
of settings, including home births, birth centers, clinics, and hospitals.
Geradine’s ongoing work with American Indian Tribes focuses on health
equity, the central belief being ‘a lifetime of good health begins at birth.’
She is dedicated to transforming the US maternity care system to reflect
principles of health equity. Geradine has been a national leader in midwifery
and women’s health. She was a member of the Board of Directors of MANA,
served two terms as President, and was MANA’s first Executive Director.
She has held additional national leadership roles; currently she is Interim
President of FAM. Geradine owns Birthways Consulting, LLC. For nearly two
decades she has been an expert consultant and trainer for Healthy Native
Babies, a project of the National Institutes of Health. She provided consulting and fieldwork for 1000 Grandmothers, a project of the US Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. Geradine is editor of an anthology of 25
remarkable memoirs called ‘Into These Hands: Wisdom from Midwives.’
Karen H. Strange, CPM is a Certified Professional Midwife (1996), American
Academy of Pediatrics/Neonatal Resuscitation Program Instructor (1992).
She is founder of the Integrative Resuscitation of the Newborn workshop,
which includes the physiology of newborn transition, the evidence-based
studies having to do with neonatal resuscitation, and the “when, why and
how” to do neonatal resuscitation in the least traumatic way. She incorporates the baby’s experience of birth and tools for healing when things do
not go as planned. Karen has done over 900+ hours of debrief/case reviews
regarding resuscitation. She has taught over 8,500 people worldwide.
Jana Studelska, CPM, LM, BS is a CPM licensed in Minnesota and Wisconsin.
She is the Faculty Director and Professional Development Coordinator for
Midwives College of Utah. Her professional background includes journalism,
editing, public relations and teaching. She was voted Teacher of the Year in
2015 by MCU students.
Heather Thompson, MS, PhD is an applied molecular biologist, birthworker
and parent. For the past 6 years she has served as the Research Director
at Mountain Midwifery Center, a community birth center, advocating for
midwives and community birth through data generation, analysis and dissemination. She is passionate about helping families navigate marijuana
legalization and, in addition to policy work, provides education for parents
and perinatal providers alike in her home state of Colorado. Her passion is
informed by more than 10 years of in-home postpartum care and her work
with Elephant Circle, an organization that provides support and non-profit
legal services to families who intersect with a variety of institutions due to
legal marijuana use.
Amy Tinney, RN, LM, CPM earned her midwifery license from the California
Medical Board in 2009 and started her midwife practice. Amy’s path to
midwifery services and doula care included an apprenticeship in a busy
home birth practice and midwife services in Los Angeles, CA. Amy currently
teaches nursing and midwifery students from a variety of nursing and
midwifery programs as well as other care providers. She has a background
in clinical homeopathy, herbal remedies and essential oil applications. Currently she is seeing clients in Marina Del Rey at the Art of Birthing Center.
Amy is a mother to an awesome teenage boy.
Lenny Sue Tinseth, LM, CPM is a Licensed California Midwife and a Certified Professional Midwife and has been practicing in the Lake Tahoe and
No. Nevada area for 30 years. She has taught biology, health and nutrition
classes to high school students for 20 years. She is a Certified Health Coach
through the Dr. Sears Wellness Institute and is trained in family, perinatal
and mature adult nutrition and life style through the Sears approach of science and research in relation to family life. She offers perishable I.V. skills
classes to midwives, nursing students and emergency responders in her
area each year.
Christian Toscano, CPM, LM and Clinical Herbalist, graduated from Birthwise Midwifery School, a MEAC accredited 3-year program. Christian’s
passion for women’s health began in 2010 when she completed a Doula
training course. Since then she has attended hundreds of births in several
busy home birth, birth center and hospital practices; many of which were
successful VBACs. She worked at a woman’s wellness clinic providing abortion counseling, pregnancy support and reproductive options counseling.
She trained with Spinning Babies in optimal fetal positioning and body
balancing techniques. In 2011 she apprenticed at the Northeast School of
Botanical Medicine for two years. During this time she assisted the Director

and Clinical Herbalist at a free community health clinic. She has a home
birth and private herbal medicine practice in Los Angeles, CA, where she
wildcrafts, grows and extracts most of the medicines offered.
Tara Tulley, CPM, LCSW specializes in maternal mental health disorders,
trauma, eating disorders, dissociation disorders, and substance use disorders. Tara currently works as a clinical social worker at an inpatient treatment center for adults recovering from substance use disorders in addition
to running a private practice focused on PPMDs and running a midwifery
school.
Saraswathi Vedam, RM, FACNM, MSN, SciD(h.c.) is Lead Investigator of the
Birth Place Lab at the University of British Columbia. Her scholarly work
includes the CIHR-funded Canadian Birth Place Study examining attitudes to
home birth among maternity care providers; and Changing Childbirth in BC,
a provincial, community-based participatory study of women’s preferences
for maternity care. Professor Vedam has been active in setting international
policy on place of birth, midwifery education and regulation. She leads the
US Birth Place Mapping Study on integration of midwives, and the Giving
Voice to Mothers Study that explores maternity experiences among women
of color, and those who plan home births. She developed MAPi, the Movement and Pulse index for assessment of fetal well-being, and the quality
measures: Mothers’ Autonomy in Decision Making (MADM) and Mothers on
Respect (MORi) index. She convened 3 national Home Birth Summits, and
chaired the 5th International Normal Labour and Birth Research conference
in Vancouver. She has been a midwife and educator for over 30 years, and is
the mother of 4 daughters.
Nicole Marie White, CPM is a Certified Professional Midwife and activist. For
more than a decade, Nicole has caught babies in a variety of settings, in
various cities, and in several languages around the world. She believes that
spreading the Midwifery Model of Care is the best way to address the high
maternal and infant mortality rates locally and globally. Nicole’s passion is
to train more midwives. She has worked in Haiti and in Uganda collaborating with Traditional and local midwives. In 2012 she received a fellowship
in the city of Detroit to work on public policy surrounding the inequitable
rate of African American maternal and infant mortality, reflective of many of
the USA’s urban landscapes. Nicole currently practices in Detroit, Michigan.
She is a member of the Board of Directors for Midwives Alliance of North
America as the Director of Events and active in the Access and Equity Division, and on the Executive Board of Coalition to license Certified Professional Midwives in Michigan.
Zoë Williams is a long-time community organizer living in Denver, Colorado.
They have worked on campaigns for racial, economic, reproductive, disability, and queer/trans justice. For the past four years, they have worked as
the Lead Transit Justice Organizer at 9to5 Colorado. Over the past year, Zoë
has served on the SURJ Families leadership group, run the SURJ Holiday
Hotline, generated multiple organizing toolkits, supported chapters in taking
direct action, and worked on expanding SURJ’s commitment to poor and
working-class white people.
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